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UCF ·may raise tuition, limit AA transfers ·
by Sandra Pedicini
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A hiring freeze, a limit on community
college transfers and proposed tuition
increases are among the sacrifices UCF
must make to help cure an ailing budget.
The next year will be a poor year
financially, UCF President Steven
Altman told the faculty senate Thursday.
"... We have to lay plans accordingly

and do the best that we can with the
money we have," he said~
ProvostRichardAstro th en announced
a hiring freeze, effective immediately.
An exception to the freeze will be
made only when the following are given:
a reason why it is necessary and an
explanation of how it will fit into th~
department's budget, said J. Edward
Neighbor, associate vice president for
Academic Affairs.

"If the budget takes another siz.able
cut, it will have some impact on
instruction," he said.
Howeve·r , the forewarning the
administration has gotten about budget
cuts should help minimize the impact on
instruction, he added.
The administration did not have the
warningforthisyear, which made things
more difficult financially, Neighbor said.
Altman also announced that among

items in Gov. Lawton Chiles' proposed
budget was a 20 percent tuition increase for
in-state students and a 25 percent increase
for those coming from out of state.
The governor's press office would not
confirm the tuition proposal Friday.
However, a summary of budget
recommendations released Thursday
said, ''The discrepancy between the cost
see BUDGET page 5

Computer team will compete
in international competition
world," said Dr. Ali Orooji, faculty adviser for the
UCF
team. "But when the contest begins, they
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
should work on the problems and not worry about
·
A team of UCF students will represent UCF the other teams."
Team members Peter Popovich, Mark
and the southeastern United States next month
at ari international competition for computer Schnitzius, Robert Franceschini and Christopher
Gouge agree that the competition is intimidating
programming.
The 15th Annual Association for Computing but they expect to do well. Bill Horan wil1 go with
Machinery (ACM) Scholastic Programming the team as an alternate member.
In the competition, each four:member team
Contest finals also will include teams from 24
universities in the United States, Canada, Europe will be given a list of seven to lOproblems to solve
and Australia. The finals are March 6 in San in a· five-hour time limit. The problems cover
math, ~imulations, physics and engineering. Antonio.
The team that solves the most problems using
The UCF team qualified for the .finals ·by
winning the Southeastern regional contest held its computer in the least amount of time wins. ·
Since the regional competition, the team has · ·
in Auburn, Alabama, in the fall. Teams from 35
universities in the seven states in the region · practiced each Saturday, rehearsing sample
problems to prepare for the upcoming contest.
competed for the top two positions.
''We practice knocking out the easier questions
"With 50 teams, the Southeastern competition
was one of the largest of the 12 world regions in first and then tackling the tougher ones," said
the contest," said Beth Olson, the ACM region.a l Popovich', a computer science major.
Next week, the team will travel to Miami for a
contest coordinator.
UCF and Florida International Universityfil1ed practice competition with FIU.
Gouge said the practices and the support others
the top two positions and were awarded the
give them have helped the team members the
chance to compete on the international level.
UCFs second programming team finished in most.
. The trip to San Antonio will be funded by
th~ top 15.
"There is a. lot of pressure involved when
see CONTEST page 6
competing against universities from an over the
by Robert Sargent

1,,nanes Morrow1vt:1~ 1Nl\L rLUNIUA ru I Ul1t:

UP AND DOWN
Tiffany Taylor, Mark Fischel and Brian Durney are halfway through
their shift on the Lambda Chi Alpha/Zeta teeter-totter for MDA.

Graduation will be in
gym; UCF plays it s~fe
w.ith arena construction
by Sandra Pedicini
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Once again~ graduation will
be in'the UCF gymnasium, not
in the UCF Arena as
administration had hoped.
Thefourceremonieswill take
place at these times on May 6:
• 8 a.m., College of Arts and
Sciences.
• 11 a.m., College ofBusiness
Administration and Liberal
Studies.
.
• 2:30 p.m., College of
Education.
• 7 p.m., colleges of
Engineering and Health and
Professional Studies.
Barth Engert, chair of
commencement activities, said
he and UCF President Steven
A1 tman made the decision
Tuesday after it was confirmed
that the arena, currently under
construction, would not be

available.
Administration had been
hopeful the arena would be done
enough to use for graduation.
. But Dr. John Bolte, vice
president ofAdmi:r:iistration and
.Finance,
recommended
administration forget using the
arena for spring graduation.
"It isn't a matter of whether
we want to or don't want to,"
Bolte said.
.
Al though construction seems
to be going well, it is typical to
have problems near the
completion of a building, he said.
Eve.n after the building is
finished, construction errors
must be looked for and the
contractor has up to 30 days to
fix them.
"You can delay a project as
much as a month getting
relatively minor things done,"
see GRADUATION page 6

EVERYBODY DANCE NOW

Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Christine Bobrowski, Michelle Crowe and Jen.Brown practice a dance routine in the Wild Pizza. The
dance was a surprise for the Lambda Chis at a party after they finished the teeter-totter marathon.
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~-the-Green, by the Kiosk

TuOOay,_Feb. 12 through Thursday, Feb. 14
9ainto4pm

•

•

•

•
•

RETAIL
OUR PRICE

$3098

ti

68020 processor
ti 1.44mb FDHD SuperDrive
ti 2MB RAM (expand to 10)
ti 40MB Hard Drive
ti 8-bit Color Built-in
. ti 12" .RGB Color Monitor
ti Apple Classic Keyboard
ti System 6.0.7

$2046

•
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•
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Apple's new low-cost color computer
It offers over twice as much speed as the Macintosh Classic
plus 8-bit built-in color to drive the new
Apple 12" RGB Monitor.
Come by and see one today.

Other Macintosh Systems on Sale
1. Mac Classic (2/40)
2. Mac SE/30 (1/40)
Mac SE/30 (4/80)
3. Mac llsi (2/40)
Mac llsi (5/80)
4. Mac llci (4/80)
5. Mac llfx (4/80)
Mac llf~ (4/160)
6. AppleColor 13" Color Monitor
7. Apple Extended Keyboard
8. lmageWriter II Printer

$1210
$2271
$2963
$2485

$3012
$4333
$6387

$709?.

JI I ~
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•
•

•

•
•

$681

$156

•

$364

*Based on a total purchase price of $2046. Financing $1739.10 at 13.9% for 36 mos. with $369. 90 down plus tax and $30 non-taxed shipping charge.
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$G helps fund computer. team, AIAA, space center
.

.

..

.

~

Theteam wonlheS'outheastregionalsforthe second
The bill (23-21) pays . for radio equipment, raw
consecu~ive, ye~r.. · .
. .
.
materials and tools .
. . · ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
''This is the exact :same team that blew ·everybody
In the past four years, ucw has not finished lower
.The student senate unanimously agreed Thursday else olit of the water Oast .year], " said -Sen. Robert than third, except for 1990, when UCF's two entries
to fund the computer programming team, UCF's entry . Cargill, who introduced the bill (23-16). " . .
· finished third and fifth.
in an international remote airplane competition and
-The competition will beApril 19-21 in Dayton, Ohio.
He said he· is ~.-member of the B team~ ·
th.e space symposium.
'.
ThesenaterusogavetheUCFchapterofthe·American
The senate also gave the Center for Space Policy and
The senate gave $1,600 to the programming team to · Institute of Aeronautics and· Astronautics .$2,300· to Law $2,000 to help offset costs for the sixth annual
. offset expenses associated with the trip to the help pay"for .some ·o f the costs to enter the Society of space symposium Feb. 15.
International Programming Contest March 5-7 in S~ Automotive Engineers' annual · Aero Design .·
The money will pay for travel expenses, audio/visual
.
Antonio,.
Texas:
C.ompetitioii. .
.·
... equipment and food .
•

by Tom Kopacz

.. .
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SG· presidential caodid•t.e ·:_.-_ .·.·.·.·
hunts for running mate i < : .· · ·
'

.

•.

.

'

.

.

.·

ballot at her sorority;Aip}_la·D'elta·Pi, ·
and he n sisters v_oted ..ag.a]nst her..
.: · CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
running. ·
· ···
After a week of uncertainty, one
"She m.·a de reference. to the faetthat :
candidate for student body president is . her soro~ity was not pleased·with the
back in the race while another decision," Mann sai.d: "f don'f krtow · ·
continues to search for a running mate. how heavily that played . in_t~ her_.
.. ·
· On Friday, David Mann said.he had decision." ·
· · not found a running mate but still
Be.c ause of an unidentified hold on
.. . · plans to run if he can find one.
his records, Jose Cintron, the running
· . Mann said Jeff Zuelch, a graduate mate of Russ Lloyd, thoµght he would
•
engineering · student, declined the be forced to withdraw:. However,
position Friday. Mann had until 5 election commissioner Jim So-ng said 1t ··
p.m. Monday to declare as a write- was just a technical problem. · ·
in.
"It's not something that. can't' be
Michelle Bruens, Mann's original worked out," Song said.
running mate, dropped out of the race
The field of tickets remains at four.
on Tuesday.
The other tickets are Jason DiBona/ .
Jim FergusoniC~N I HAL t-LUHllJA ~UTURE
·"She felt there were too many Mark · Dogoli and David Abrami/_
obstacles to overcome," Mann said. "I Matthew Weiler.
' . ·
didn't fee) the same way."
Active campaigning began ·at 6·pm .. · Contestants for Miss UCF and the BMOC contest go through a stress management
Mann said Bruens took an opinion MJnday.
·
lecture to prepare them for. the next few weeks of work before the pageants.
.bY J.C. Smith

zzzzzzzzz... .

.. News clips W!@M@!@Miittfil!&il!Rtiliff#llk'!ti&'!llfl@tM&ThmS@jg@@ltf&ftt!Wtiii®lli#ful:#§!M@sffillikJiillfil§!fil~@&4.l!ii@@ti\iWii!R%£tHt\@BB1¥lllii$1\11
•AMBASSADOR HERE
. •CLOTHING DRIVE
Angel Flight is sponsoring a
. Andreas Van Agt, ambassador of the European Commu- clothing and blanket drive for
.. nity to the United States, will local homeless shelters.
· .· · · lecture at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday in
Last Thursday the Orlando
· : the Board of Regents Room on Union Rescue Mission lost the
· · the third floor of the Adminis- majority of its inventory in a
· tration Building.
fire, so donations are needed
. From 1977to1982, Van Agt now more than ever.
was prime minister of the
Donations may be dropped
Netherlands.
off at the Air Force ROTC
· For more information, call trailers by 6:30 p.m. Wednesthe International Studies Office day.
• . at ext. 5375.
·
Donations may also be
dropped off at the Orlando
Rescue Mission on Central
• FILM EXEC SPEAKS
Al Hubbs, president of the Boulevard and the Coalition for
Florida Motion Picture and the Homeless on Hughey AveTelevision Association will be nue.
speaking at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday
For more information, call
in PC3-201 as a guest of the Angel Flight at ext. 2659.
UCF Cinematography Association. The lecture is free· and ev- •SYMPOSIUM
eryone is invited.
The Newman Club, Newman Society (Campus Catholic
Ministry) and the _College of
• TROOP MESSAGES
A . bulletin board dedicated Arts and Sciences will sponsor
to American troops has been a symposium on liberal educaplaced on the second floor of tion· Wednesday in the Board
the Education Building across of Regents roo:m in the Adminfrom the Learning Source Cen- istration Building.
_ The .symposium, "Reinvigoter.
The board has space for rating the Liberal ·Arts and
names of friends and loved ones Sciences in a Modern Research
University"." 'will · run from
in the Persian Gulf.
12:30-2 p.m.
.• DESERT STORM T'S
Edward .Sheridan, .dean of
· The Student Veterans Asso- the college; Frank Kujawa, asciation will sell Operation sociate professor of geology;
Desert stomi T-shirts for $10 Greg Eyn:ia,. an anthropology ·
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Tuesday student; and .Provost Richard
Astro are scheduled to. speak.
and Wednesday.
For each shirt sold, $1 will
go to the Navy/Marine Relief • BLACK HISTORY
The folJowing · events are
Society to support the families
of personnel stationed in the scheduled this week as part of
Black History Month
Persian Gulf.
• Dr. Jose Maunez Caudra
Also, $1 will go to SVA to
pay for postage for letters-and will discuss African American
care packages sent to UCF Studies at 10 a.m. Wednesday
students serving in the Persian in Room 516 of the Humanities
Gulf in their Adopt-a-Student and Fine Arts Building.
• Roger G. Sinith of televiprogram.
According to SVA Vice Pres- sion's "A Different World" will
ident David Dean, more than lecture at 7 p.m. Thursday in
50 UCF' students have been the Jones High auditorium.
• Big Brothers and Big Siscalled to active duty in the Gulf.

•

ters day is Friday from 11 a:m . .· : . . .
.
.
gram. It will be at 2 p.m. in
to 1 p.m .. between UCF · and •ISN'T IT ROMANTIC?
Room 121 of Ceba II. For more
Pineloch Elementary, in Admin
Reverend Richard Brown, information, call ext. 2076 .
225.
. director of Pastoral ·Counseling
• The . African American . Services at the First Pre.sbyte- • LUNCHTIME TOPIC
Student Union will have its riart Cpurch of Maitland, will
"Barriers to Bridges: How
Valentine Social from 10 p.in. ' discuss "Staying in Love." He Professional am I?" is the topic
to 1 ~.m. · Saturday in the audi- wm speak at 7 p.m. Wednes- of the next Lunchtime Program
torium.
day at HCA West Lake Hospi- for Women at noon Wednesday
• There will a cookout at tal, 5'89 W. state Route 434, in the Chatlos Conference
~ :30 Sunday at the Recreation- Longwood.
Center at Florida Hospital Alal Services building:
Registration starts .at 6:30 tamonte, 601 E. Altamonte
p.m. Call 767-0152 for more Drive, Altamonte Springs.
• SAM I AM
information.
Motivational speaker Marge
The Society for the AdBilder will be the guest lecturer .. The Lunchtime Program for
vancement of Management is ·• EUTHANASIA
holding: a Valentine's D;:iy
The Hemlock Society . of Women is a free community
· drawing. The wiriner will get Central Florida will have a lee- · sei-vi.ce of the Center for Womdinner · for two at the Olive ture on "Live Your Life en's Medicine at the hospital.
Garden and two movie passes. Choose Your Death" at 1 p.m.
Bring your lunch; dessert
Information tables will be set Wednesday at the First Unitari- and a beverage will be provided.
up in the atrium of CEBA II an Church of Orlando, 1815 E. For more information, call 767from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Tuesday Robinson·st. Dr. Pieter Admiraal, 2218.
and Wednesday. The drawing a practicing anesthesiologist in
will be at 4 p.m. Wednesday ..- · · the Netherlands, is the scheduled •WALK IN THE WOODS
SAM will also hold a bake speaker. He is noted for his work
The Central Chapter of the
sale from .9 a.m. to 2· p.m . . in pain .control, tenninalcareand Florida Trail Association will
have its February meeting at
Wednesday · 'in the CEBA . II euthanasia.
atrium.
He is considered the foremost 7:30 p.m. Thursday at Aloma
United Methodist Church at
speaker for the right to die.
• SUMMER ABROAD
· For more information, call Aloma Avenue and Semoran
. A _meeting . on ·s tudying in Nancy Robinson at-859-.0512.
Boulevard.
Cambridge, England; for sumLearn about new .t rails bemer credit will ·be held at 6 p.m. • SUP.,ORT GUIDE
. ing built, old trails being mainThursday in Room 51 fr of the · HCA West Lake Hospital is ·tained and current chapter acHumanities . and Fine Arts . compiling a Desert Storm re- tivities. For more information,
Building. ·
source guide about organiza- call 298-5764.
·
Over 50 courses are offered . tions and people providing
Fl'A will also have a work
in literature, history,. econom- support groups o.r other re- hike Saturday to ·m aintaln the . ·
ics, art and international rela- ._· som:ces to .military dependents. Florida Trail. For more inforOrganizations that want to mation, call Wiley Dykes at
tions.
For more information, ·c all · be included in the guide ·should 671-8866.
Dr. Beth Barnes of the English contact West Lake by phone at
Departn;ient at ext. 2212.
262-2230 or by facsimile at 260- • CLASS OF '71 ??
5023 as.soon as possible.
New Smyrna Beach High .
•BEAMAN
School's Class of 1971 is .
UCF and the Orlando • HONORS LECTURE
searching for fellow classmates
Shakespeare Festival will spon-.
Professor Emanuel D. for the 20th class reunion, June
s6r "Be A Man: a 'Natural' Per- Thorne of the John F. Kennedy 28-30. Classmates wanting to
spective," a discussion of sexual Institute for Ethics and Brook- confirm they are on the mailidentity and its role in society.
lyn College of the City of New ing list should call one of these
The discussion will be at 8 York will speak Friday. The people: in Orlando, Julie Jarp.m. Thursday in the Orlando topic is ''When Private Parts are rell-Bailey at 896-3110; in New
Sentinel conference Center, 633 Made Public Goods: The Com- Smyrna Beach, Clarke Glatt at
N. Orange Ave.
mon Property Nature of Hu- (904) 428-6938; and in Daytona .
It is free and open . to the man Tissue~" The lecture is Beach, K,aren Kelley-Marshall
sponsored by the Honors Pro- at 767-8767.
public.
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·ucF .teacher called.to dutr,·
.
says students are worried
.

.

•
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.

Brock rema:ins.somewhat upbeat despite the

by Mary Watk,ins.

.

· news that he mu_s t leave h:is wife, son and

...:..CE.:..N_1;....R_AL_F_L_O_R_ID_A_F_UT_U_R_E________

A UCF professor in the College of Health and
Professional Studies soon may join the American
troops in Saudi Arabia.
~· · Barry Brock, a U.S. Navy
reservist, said he was called to
duty and will go to Camp
·
NC
. ., F eb . 18 . Th ere
LeJeune,
he will await further
· assignment, most likely to a
field hospital in Saudi Arabia,
h e sa1'd .
.
If sent to the Persian Gulf,
he will work as a health service - ~
administrator, responsible for
casualties. Brock is the
·executive officer of the Fofil.th
Medical Battalion.
"I must leave one responsibility for another
one," Brock said.

students.

.

.

Brock also had planned to take his
comprehensive exams in May to get his doctorate.
· "My adviser said I could take
mycompsbyfax,butlthinkhe
was only joking," Brock said.
· ''You have to do what has to ·
be done. Youcan'tgetalotdone
whenyouaredepressed,"Brock
said.
Supportfromotherprofessors
has beeri outstanding, Brock
said.
This week Brock met with
professors who will take over
his
graduate
and
undergraduate classes for the
semester.
Brock said his students are concerned.
"I have to plan for the worst," Brock said.

•

•

Furniture stolen from H&P Building
The n·e xt day she noticed a paid, according to police.
One student told police she
large red rug missing from the
has received about 10 to 15
lobby, police said.
She also told police that a 16- 'phone calls from the man, even
inch potted philodendron had after she asked him not to call.
She told pol:ice thathe calls at
disappeared from the same
all hours but usually late at
hallway about Jan. 15.
-"na~s told police the items night. ·
Two other UCF students told
hacl been in the building for at
police they have received two
least 10 years.
AccordingtopoHce, the couch calls each from the same P.erson.
is worth about $100, the end All four calls were made late at
table is worth $50, the rug is night, police said.
According to police, the calls
worth $100 and the plant is
are coming from an off-campus
worth $25.
The unknown ca11er says a phone. The victims all live on
$35 service ·fee has been pre- campus.

by Heidi Steiner
SJAFF REPORTER
Ghartea Morro.v1L.c1~1HAL FLvrllDA I u Tv• 1<.:

INTERNAL INVESTIGATION
Steve Johnson fini$hes an autopsy of a manatee behind the
Biology Building. Johnson is _a first-yea_rgraduate student.

·

UCF police are searching for
disappearing furniture from the
Health and Phys_ics Building.
UCF police also have been
notified that an unknown male
saying he is from "Frank's phone
sex service" is harassing UCF
female students.
S~ra Davis, senior secretary
of the College of Health and
Professional Studies, reported
a couch and end table missing
from the second floor east
hallway Jan. 28.

Alaf.a ya shuttle system

-----------------111.11~-~
~

will start in August

parking crunch dramatically.
''Realistically,youcouldnever
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
have to drive again;'' said Steve
A shuttle system may be the Gavora, director of marketing
10% DISCOUNT with valid UCF ID
· solution to parking arid traffic and education for UACTA.
FREE
UNIFORM NO REGISTRATION FEE
problems on campus.
Gavora said each ride will
~
The University Activity Center probably be 25 cents, but this
(WITH ENROLLMENT IN ANY REGULAR PRICE PROGRAM)
Transportation Authority will figure is not official.
.
- ·u.s.
00
establish a l-0cal shuttle for UCF
Dr.John Bolte, vice chairman
r.A~R
DAY • EVENING· WEEKEND CLASSES
....--------students in August.
GRANDMASTER JOO-YUL OH
of UACTA's board of directors,
· Three buses will run every 15 said he is optimistic about the
7550 UNIVERSITY BLVD. TAKE PRIVATE LESSONS:
aTH DEGREE BLACK BELT ·
minutes along Alafaya Trail, shuttle and hopes students will
*EARN BLACK BELT MORE
MASTER'S DEGREE IN
(UNIVERSITY &
QUICKLY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
stopping at off-c·a mpus ride the buses.
apartment complexes.
Bolte said he realizes many
GOLDENROD)
*TRAIN FOR CHAMPIONSHIPS
40 YEARS EXPERIENCE
65 7-5422
TRAINED 8 OFFICIAL WORLD
The buses will run from 7 people like to drive themselves.
He said more- than 5,000 'l.J;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii(NiiiiiAiiiiiTiiiiilOiiiiiNiiiiiAiiiiiLiiii,Wii i Oi i iRi i iLi i iD; i; ;,Oii i Li i iYi i iMi i iPi i ilC; i; );;;;;;;;;;;;;;:~:::;c:i:i:HAiiiiiM::=P:ilO:iNS:=!~~:.;.t
a.m. to 6 p.m. five days a week.
According t~ UACTA, this students live on Alafaya rrail
schedule could remove 3,000 and if half of them rode the
ORLANDO SHAKESPEARE AT
cars per day from Alafaya Trail. buses, it could improve traffic
STRATFORD-UPON-AVON
It also should decrease the and parking conditions.
by Mary Watkins

A THEATER/LECTURE TOUR

See News Happening?
Call
UCF-NEWS
(That's 823-6397)
WORDPROCESSING - RESUMES
DESKTOP PUBLISHING
& OTHER COMPUTER SERVICES

FAST - PROFESSIONAL - ECONOMICAL
SAME DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE
CALL 679-9008
PEREGRINE TECHNOLOGY
CORNER OF 436 AND UNIVERSITY

DENTALCLEANING SPECIAL
FOR ALL NEW PATIENIS
Includes;
Cleaning, Polishing & Exam.

677-8888

PRESENTED BY ORLANDO SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL AND THE
INTERN A;TIONAL STUDENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA,
AND THE SHAKESPEARE CENTRE AT STRATFORD UPON-AVON.
ALL-INCLUSIVE COST PER PERSON, DOUBLE OCCUP ANCY ...$1795.00 (SINGLE SUPPLEMENT $70.00) PRICES INCLUDE AIRFARE
WHAT'S INCLUDED:
ROUND-TRIP AIRFARE ON KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES, ORLANDO/LONDQN/ORLANDO, BED ANO BREAKFAST
_ACCOMODATION IN LOCAL GUESTHOUSE FOR.6 NIGHTS, 6, 3 COURSE DINNERS IN GUESTHOUSE, TOP PRICE
TICKETS FOR TWO PRODUCTIONS AT THE MAIN HOUSE AND TWO PRODUCTION AT THE SWAN THEATER, A FULL
SCHEDULE OF PRE-PERFORMANCE LECTURES AND POST-PERFORMANCE DISCUSSIONS OF THESE PRODUCTIONS WITH MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY OF THE SHAKESPEARE BIRTHPLACE TRUST AND THE SHAKESPEARE
INSTITUTE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM, WITH A NUMBER OF SESSIONS OF A "QUESTION & ANSWER"
- . KIND WITH MEMBERS.OF THE ROYAL SHAKESPEARE COMPANY,
ROUND-TRIP AIRPORT TRANSFERS, INCLUDING A HALF-DAY EXCURSION TO THE SHAKESPEARE PROPERTIES
OUTSIDE STRATFORD AND STOP AT WARWICK AND KENILWORTH CASTLES, FULL DAY EXCURSION TO OXFORD,
WITH A STOP AT.BLENHEIM ON THE WAY, ENTRANCE FEES TO ALL PROPERTIES TO BE VISITED, A BACKSTAGE
TOUR AT THE ROYAL SHAKESPEARE THEATER, AND MEMBERSHIP AT HALL'S CROFT CLUB,
ONE SESSION WITH THE"STRATFORD RENAISSANCE DANCE COMPANY.

'
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MAY 11-18, PLEASE SEND ME DETAILS .•.
•

. . . NAME--------------------------------.:.·----------------~---_ ADDRESS----'--...-----------------------~---------------------

~ER
••

•

•

•

•
.

.
•

•.
•

•

YES. I WOULD LIKE TO SIGN UP FOR THE
SHAKESPEARE AT STRATFORD THEATER TOUR

, - ·~ -800.-.533-8863 -•. .• -- ' . . .' ·~- .· .~ ·_
f

•

•

MAY 11TO18, 1991

OR CALL:
AMERICAN EXPRESS TRAVEL RELATED
SERVICES COMPANY, INC.
200 s. ORANGE AVE. SUN BANK CENTER
.
ORLANDO, FL 32801 (40.7) 843·0004
FAX (407) 843-1509
..

•

EXP-RESS

-

'ltavel •
Agencyre:::
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4
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· SG senator named International Student·of Year
by Bill Cushing
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

..

When Sundar Sinnappan graduated from his high
school in K'1a1a Lampur, Malaysia, he began work as·
an. auto mechanic - personal calculators or the
checkout stand in grocery stores were as close as he
came to computers.
It wasn't until he began working on computerized

•

•

Julie Watson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sundar Sinnappan accepts an International Student
award from Shiela Morgan, U.N. Association president.

automotive transmissions thathe became interested in
learning more about them.
As a result, Sinnappan enrolled in UCFs computer
-engineering program 3 1/2 years ago on a friend's
recommendation. This summer term he will be awarded
his Bachelor of Science degree.
Over the weekend, Sinnappan was twice-honored
as the first International Student of the Year ·Friday by UCF's office of International Student
Services and Saturday at a luncheon held by the
greater Orlando chapter of the United Nations
Association of the USA.
"This event exemplifies internationalism," ISS
Director Douglas Mowry said at the ceremony in
the UCF boardroom. "And this student is · ~
worthy recipient. He typifies the international
student at UCF."
.
The award capie about when Joanna McCully,
·recently ~ired as coordinator ofISS, was leafing through
information Mowry had left her. She said she hoped to
find some way ofhonoring international students with
~ inonthJy award.
When she saw that Sinn~ppan was a member of the
. President's Leadership Council, she thought it was a
gqod basis fornamihg him as UCF's first International
Student of the Month.
After meeting. with Shiela Morgan, president of the
U.N. Association, she suggested that the local chapter
also name him the same.
.
After discovering that February was U.N.
International Student Month, McCully convinced her
own office as well as the local U.N. chapter to honor
Sinnappan as I!].temational .Student of the Year.
· "Hopefully, we've started a tradition," McCully said
during Friday's presentation.
As of March 1, the (_)ffice will choose a student of the
month, McCully said, explaining the,criteria to be used
for the award.
From these 11 monthly award recipients, members
of the ISS office and a review board will convene to
select an annual winner for the month of February.
Criteria for selection will include the student's
extracurricular activities along 'w ith overall GPA.
McCully also hopes to expand the annual
presentation to include international students from
the other area colleges along with UCF.

Sinnappan received his award from the U.N.
Association at its annual International Student
luncheon at the Winter Park University Club.
Nearly 140 stud en t s, educators, chapter members
·and residents attended and McCully was the k eynote
speaker.
She introduced several of UCFs international
students and said international students make up 6.8
percent ofUCFs population.
· Before bringing Sinnappan to the podium for his
award, McCully suggested that those present take the
word 'foreign'·and erase it from their memory.
''The word is 'international,'" she said.
"I'm re.ally flattered tha t J oanna [McCully] chose me
as the first recipient of this award," Sinnappan said.
A Student Government senator, Sinnappan has
maintained a cumulative GPA of 3.97 and is listed in
"Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges
and Universities." He has also received a Founders Day Academic
Excellence Award and an FES/Goldstein Outstanding
Junior Award, and has been named to the president's
honor roll.
Sinnappan is also a member of the following
organizations:
• Omicron Delta Kappa, a national leadership honor
society.
• Tau Beta Phi, the engineering honor society.
• The National Honor Society of Professional
Engineers .
After his graduation, Sinnappan will begin
postgraduate studies, also in computer engineering.
He has been accepted into UCF's grad11ate school and
says he might get a doctorate degree.
Sinnappan said he hopes to return to Malaysia after
finishing his academics to venture into office and
machine automation.
He also has an eye on beginning his own business
after his graduate work.
·
"I'm actually working, indirectly, for Rockwell and
NASA through [UCF's] computer engineering
department," Sinnappan said.
He works with C++ language, an object-oriented ·
program using prototype images pliable to design
changes, to make statistical cost pr.ojections for space
shuttle operations.

BUDGET

UCF's enrollment will not
grow next year and there will be
FROM PAGE 1
a slightly · differen t mix of
stud en ts, Astro said.
of certain services the state
There will be a modest increase
provides in the areas of in the number of freshmen.
education ... is lessened."
"Those are the ones we really
The summary also says.that want," he said.
while the average in-state
Freshmen become th@ best
student pays. $868 in annual alumni and generate more
tuition, this budget will have income for the school than
that same student paying$1 ,032 transfer students, he said.
per year, a 19-percent increase.
The school will be much more
The legislature will work with restrictive toward students who
the governor's proposed budget transfer without their AA degrees
when the legislative session from community colleges.
starts in March. A budget for
That group of students "will,
th e 1991-92 fis cal year is in fact, almost be eliminated,"
scheduled to be ready in May. Astro said.

ST ·UDENT

LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
students with nn assistance in selected areas oflaw such as landlor<l/
tenant, consumer, non-criminal
traffic and un contested di ssolution s. You can receive attorney
consultation and represeu tation
free of charge to qua lified students. Ca1l 823-2538 or stop by SC
210 for more information or an
appointment.

Please stop by the Student Center inaiI1 desk
-for an application and audition information. ·
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Problems With?
• Landlords?
• Insurance?
• Contracts?
•Police? ·
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Need?
•A Will?
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we would very much like to be
able to use it for the next
graduation," he said.
Engert said, "I guess... fm
disappointed in a way, but from
the standpoint of trying to have
a nice ceremony for the students
and their families, I prefer to just
know that everythings working.
''Weknowwecanputoutfour
good ceremonies in the
Education Building that will be

GRADUATION
FROM PAGE 1
Bolte said. "If you use the
building before that ... it relieves
the contractor ofliability. So that's
the reas0n we're pretty careful
about those kinds of things."
He said administration is
disappointed.
"It's a beautiful facility and

CONTEST
FROM PAGE 1
AT&T, the contest's sponsor,
the
Computer
Science
department and Student
Government.
AT&rwillawardcomputersto
thetopfourschoolsand$25,000in
scholarships to the top six.
Orooji said the prizes are
nice, "but the real reward is

competing against the other
schools and showing how good
we are."
UCF has competed in the
ACM Scholastic Programming
Contest since 1982. In 1986
and 1987, the programming
team finished second on the
• international level.
The team's win in the fall
was its · second. consecutive
first-place finish in the
regionals.

Get A Job - Read The Future Classifieds
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' The Central Florida Future is taking applications lor news
reporters. II you have a little experi.e nce (but a lot ol ambition),
please contact Managing Editor Jennifer ODenburger at UC·F ·
NEWS, or come by our office and lilt oµt an application today.
This could be the move of your life!

$1000 IH·JUST ONE WEEK! ! !
EARN UP TO S1000 IN ONE

PLUS A
CHANCE
AT $5000

$4.25/HR

WEEK FOR YOUR CAMPUS
ORGANIZATION

MORE!

·10-15 HRS./WK

THIS PROGRAM WORKS! NO INVESTMENT NEEDED.
CALL 1-800-932-0528 EXT. 50

COMMITTMENT:

FR.oii voUR-FAiiouS: FRIENDLY:-,
LOCAL DEEP DISCOUNT .
HEWLETT-PACKARD DEALER:
WESTOCK
ALL48SX
HP lOB Business •f HP 48SX
Scientific
A~geo~sRfes
Calculator and
~ Expandable '----~
HP 17BII and
~Calculator
HP Business
~
Consultant II
•Over 2100
bu il t-in
Financial
fun cti ons
Calculators
•HP Equa tion.

- l

r

•l.omplere
set of
fi nancial
functions
• Menus
and
softkeys to
guide you
Algebraic
orRPN

I
I .entry

~!'!!!!

0

fJ

*SIX WEEK TRAINING PROGRAM BEGINNING MARCH
.!'i·'
.1')
.;,,
'91
*AVAILABLE TO WORK FALL '91-SP '91 ACADEMIC
YEAR
* AVAILABLE TO WORK SUMMER ORIENTATION PROGRAM

,

l

IJ

QUALIFICATIONS:

*ACCUMUIATION OF 24 .U CF CREDIT HOURS BY THE
END OF SP '91 SEMESTER
*MIN 2 .5 UCF GPA
*GOOD INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
*COMMITIMENT TO HELPING STUDENTS

Writer
app lica ti on
•Graphics
integrated
wi th
calculus
Come see
it today.

F//'O'I

HEWLETT
~/:.a PACKARD

............................

INTERNATIONAL
·~ Calculator & Computer ~'b\.
I ~
2916 Corrine Drive
'b'l'b'~
I

I

•Make Money
• Improve Your Reporting Skills

WANTED:
PEER ADVISORS

---- ============::;~F~:>

I

• Get Great Clips

W EDNESDAY FEBRUARY 13, 12:30;.2:00PM
BOARD OF REGENTS ROOM
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLl.rFREE 1-800-423-USAF

I•

Journalism Majors

A SYMPOSIUM SPONSORED BY:
NEWMAN SOCIETY
NEWMAN CLUB
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES

tion - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. Ahd if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA Get a head start in the ·
Air Force. Call

I
I
I

Ceremonies have also taken
placeatotherplacesoncampuseven in the reflecting pond, which
was drained occasionally to allow
the students to graduate there.
Finally, the growing number
of students forced officials to
move graduation into the
gymnasium, where size of the
graduating classes bias
expanded the number of
ceremonies from one to four.

'

4~:ter
the Air Force
~ immediately after gradua-

r

said.
Graduation has been in the
gymnasium since 1977. The first
graduation ceremony, of 416
people, was at the Orlando
Municipal Auditorium.
Other ceremonies have taken
plac~ at the Naval Training
Center, the Orlando Sports
Stadium, Winter Park High
School and the Bob Carr
Auditorium.

REINVIGORATING THE LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
IN A MODERN RESEARCH UNIVERSITY

l 99IR'!N

.= ;;;.;;;:;:;.

pleasing. On such a tight
schedule, I don't know that we
could do that in the arena, and I
really want those [who] are
graduating and the families that
are here, many for the first time,
to have a good feeling rather
than, 'Why did they rush into
this?"' Engert said.
"We're disappointed, but
we're going to have many years
of good use ahead ofus," Altman

I

L------~2~~~~2~~-----~

MEETING FEBRUARY 19 ' 1991 '
INFORMATIONAL
.
6 PM, CB II ROOM 107
(IF YOU CANNOT ATTEND THE MEETING, CONTACT THE
SASS OFFICE X5322, PH 202)

•
•

•
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CARL ROSE~

High energy rock-n-roll in the tradition of
Billy Joel and - ~lton John.

•

·FREE
POPCORN!!

•

w; ·
~ Mo'.Better
Blues
<\~~flf_j
T

•

Spzke
.Lee's

February 19th, 6:30 8 9 p.m.

.WILD· PIZZA ·__
•

O,vernight

•

CANOE TRIP

February 23rd-24. $60
stµdent fee includes all
equipment, Saturday
night cookout, tent and
transportation. Call 8232611 for more info.
.._...___....__ __.....____

•

.

•
•

Wednesday
February I3
(j{ory .
Thursday
February 14
'Ifie :Fresfiman
Sunday
February"17 ·
'Down ana Out
in 'Beverfy J-{i[(s
. Mo'1daY
February 18
'l{,uthfess Peop{e
All movies are shown
at 6:30 & 9:00 pm in

the Wild Pizza unless
otherwise noted.

To get the latest on events,
·c all the
,. CAQ Hotline: UCF-4UCF

Now you can afford to dream in color. · ·

If you thought that finding a color
Apple introduces the ~Iacintosh LC Macintosh®system you could afford
was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macinros~ LC is a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding vo_ice or other sounds.
· . ,Like every MaQI1tosh c0mputer, thelC is ~~y to sei,up and easy tQ .
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
sam~ COIJ.Si tent way-so once you've learned on~:1x.ogra,m, you're well · .
on your vtay to learning them all:The'Macintosh LC even lets you share information with someone who uses a different
of ~omputer-thanks to
the·versatile Apple® SuperDrive~ which can read from and wiite to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks. ·
· Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you.Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

we

For further information visit UCF Computer Sales Office,
all Room 10; between 9am· 7pm Mon. and Tues;
9am· 4pm Wed. thro Fri.
or ran Michael Pridemore at 823-5434
Coire to the tent sale going on Feb 12 . Feb 14
on the Campus Green by the kiosk

-

w The power to be your best~

•

;; 1990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apµle, the Apple logp, and Macintosh are reglslered trademarks ol Apple Compu ter. Inc. SuperDrive and "The power to be your best" are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc.
MS-DOS Is a registered trademark of Microsott Corporation. OS/2 Is a reglstereo trademark of International Business Machines Corporation .
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The
Flip
Side of
Reality

...
They hurt monkeys, don't they?
ments designed to measure
the effects of radiation on
The ~emory is still human beings.
After World War II, pri~ fresh in my mind. I was on
one of those god-forsakin mates we_re placed near
summer camp field trips at nuclear bomb sites during
the Sanford Zoo. I was testing. The monkeys that·
typical for that age, a didn't die from the initial
sweaty mass of frustration blasts were locked in cages
and boredom.
so scientists could study
The zoo was stinky and the various cancers that ate
unkept. The trip seemed away at their bodies. These
like a big waste of time until types of experiments on
:-- I saw the monkey cage. In- primates have not deside, staring back at me, creased, but increased.
_Today, monkeys somewas a small monkey. He
times
have their eyes irradi~
was about my size and he
had the same bored look on ated or they receive a severe
shock to their central nerhis face.
We just stared at each vous system.
In 1981, the Institute for
other like two ·idiots for a
few moments. then I made Behavioral Research in
a stupid face at him. To my Maryland was raided. The
shock, the monkey did a experiments were supposed
perfect impression of me. to benefit accident and
So I proceeded to make a stroke victims. T;he experisilly body gesture, which ments were violent - in one
my primate partner dupli-· case, a monkey was burned
cated with ease. I laughed, repeatadly with a butane
and as Buddah is my .wit- lighter.
The monkeys that reness, he smirked too.
mained
from this experiment
What does my stroll down
ha:d
to
be
put to sleep. The
"monkey lane" have to do
monkeys
that
survive exwith-the story? Sit back, grab
this are so
periments
like
~banana and let me tell you
distressed
th~t
they somea sorry tale about a primate's
claw
themselves
retimes
inhumanity to a fellow prihunks
of
lentlessly
or
bite
mate.
Without listing all the an- skin from their own arms in
imal rights groups and spe- a futile effort to stem their
cial causes ·in tqe world, I pain.
If Fido the dog or Fluffy
think we all know animal
rights are an important the cat had its eyes irradiconcern. I know many ated for science , I bet th~re
problems in our world de- would be such a public
mand our attention, so why outpour of anger that some
animals, why now? Because companies would have to ~. ' - - - - ' •
many intelligent and emo- close shop forever.
But we're not talking Why does man monkey around with primates? Scientific studies on animals are still
tional creatures are being
treated not so kindly these about house pets. We're . widespread. Who are the animals on this planet?
talking about wild ·animals.
·days.
I realize that a talk on an- They're stinky and violent how horrible atomic power the other animals. We were about me as I had about
imal abuses and the various and serve no other purpose is, then we need to re-think not placed here to stand him.
breeds affected by experi- than to si.J;nulate us for sci- our formulas and physics. "above" the rest of the ani- _ I know he was just a
Did people die from these · mals. We were placed here "stupid animal," but I didn't
mentation could take pages entific tests.
atomic
blasts?
to live "among" the other feel much different than he
But
Monkeys
didn't
inand pages. So I've decided
Did
generations
after
animals. We are just care- probably did at that movent
nuclear
weapons,
so
to tell you all about a certain
these
blasts
become
infecttakers
here, with as much ment. We were too bored
why
should
they
have
the
animal rights concern - the
ed
with
radioactive
side
ef.
obligation
to other breeds primates enjoying a break
responsibility
of
dealing
experimentation on monfects?
and
species
as we should from our normal lives. Of
with
our
radioactive
_
conkeys.
course, I could have left
Then
I
guess
radiation
i~
have
for
one
other.
sequences?
I
admit
it,
I
am
The use of animals . for
anytime I wished... My
pretty
deadly
stuff.
I
don't
Sometimes
my
mind
not
a
science
whiz.
But
if
science research is an infriend
didn~ t have that
need
to
nuke
more
monwanc:1:ers
back
to
that
sumdustry in itself, though it is watching the devastation
choice,
and never would
keys
to
prove
these
facts.
mer
afternoon
with
that
one hidden from public view. leveled on the cities of Hiagain.
Mankind
has
always
·
monkey.
I
wonder
if
he
had
Monkeys have always been 'ro shima and Nagasaki
the best subjects for expert- wasn't enough to show us tried to place itself above as many feelings of wonder •••••••••••••••••
by Nick Conte

1
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Cinema actress screens views
{

by Anthony Torres

~th

•
•

•

..

•.
•

•

the re-birth of personally expressive cinema,
those close to the filmmaker
have a tendency to appear over
and over again in the creator's
fihns.
_S tan Brakhage filmed his
wife as a central subject, Maya
Dere had her husband film
herself, John Waters had the
late Divine. I film a sexy oral
lollipop, Erin Flemister. She
has appeared in about six or
seven films of mine, but as
she says, "not intentionally."
Erin is the key subject of
"Heterotic sol," ''Ten people
f**king freely," among others.
Her other credits include contributions to my bodily scars,
working the camera in "Spin. -~.....
Courtesy Xineme Probese
ning words" and helping out
with the most recent film, Actress Erin Flemister on the cover of Xinema Pobresa.
"Phallic," as well as criticism.
Erin has more to her credAT: Do you remember your portant there! NO!
its than actress and photog- first fihn, "A girl and a Pepsi?"
AT: Did you like "Eraserraphy person. It was through
·EF: I didn't like it, remem- head?"
this siren I got into photogra- ber I didn't want to do it, you
EF: That movie you rented?
phy and then film: Her par- kept getting mad at me. I kept I didn't like it, it was dumb. It
saying, · "I · wasn't entertaining. The acentsgaveme
their super-8
don't wanm=! tors were terrible!
camera. She
wa,Ik in front . AT: Well, what is your faof the car!" vorite movie?
is a pretty
EF: I don't have a favorite
hip and sexy
And then I
drove and movie, I have one's I like.
person. But
the car broke "Sleeping .with the Enemy
how does this
down "was good.
talent feel
AT: But you don't like real
and you
about being
filmed movies!
filmed?
I
EF: What do you mean "real
Joy rub-mean, whatis
1
·
bing her movies?"
up with this
AT: Like the ones I do.
nose.
very underEF: Yeah, I like your movAT: But what about the
ground actress?
ies. I like the one of you in
With the purpose of show- implications of that fihn?
front of the window ("Phallic")
EF: What implication?
ing the acting side of things, I
AT: You can see my wang
AT: How qo you feel about
interviewed her on the state
ip. that movie. You had the
your work?
of matters.
EF: My work? I don't have camera all shaky when you
AT: Do you remember any
any work. Payless shoe store fiJmed me.
of the movies you did?
EF: I was sitting down! I
EF: I didn't do any movies. never called me back. My
AT: You were in "Heterotic great loss.. . I can always be- was cramped up by.the window and you kept saying,
sol" and "Sacred," the one with come a great actress.
AT: Hqw do you feel about "Fihn this! Now film this! And
you in the mirror ...
this!~
EF: I keep forgetting those. the film "Phallic?" ·
AT: Howwas is being the covEF: You mean the one of
I don't like doing it (those
fihns), when the director and you in front of the window? er girl of Xinerna Pobresa No. 3?
camera man keep yelling at That was interesting, I liked
See FLEMISTER, page 11
that ~ne. I feel sexy and imme. That makes me mad!

l

•
•

~Biederman' brings fire
by Debbie Qfsowitz and
Julie Oshins

A

•

8 p.m. on the evening
of Feb. 15, a surrealistic and
somewhat
controversial
statement will be made by the
University Theatre Department with the opening of the
production of "Biederman and
the Firebugs."
The play is not obviously
moralistic. Even the playwright Max Frisch says it is "a
learning play without a lesson." So what is the message?
Direetor James Cali says,
"It doesn't hit you over the
head with a moral, but it has
a lot to do with what is going
on in the world today."
Cali feels that in a society
that hasn't had to deal with
war, we seem to have cushioned ourselves against its
atrocities. People have stopped

to theater

guilty.
It is the indirectness of the
play and the universality of
its statements that make it a
possible controversy. Obseiving the interactions of this
faux-metropolis, mini-suburbia, the only thing missing is
a sign that says, "Big Brother
is watching ... You cannot es.----~~..-.:-:---~
- ":'""':'I cape."
The show
"Biederman
and the Firebugs" opens
Feb. 15 and
runs until
Feb. 23.
Shows are
at 8 p.m.
unwillingness
with
two
to take action
matinees at 2
sta rt creeping ~~~......,~~~- p.m. Feb. 17
in. It is because of that inac- and Feb. 20. Tickets are $7
lion, because of that reluc- and are available at the thetance, that we are indeed ater box office.

Ahead • •

9

•

Tuesday, Feb. 12

Friday, Feb. 15

"At Wit's End": This oneman show about the pianist
Oscar Levant by Stan Freeman will start at 8:30 p.m.
Tuesdays-Saturdays and
2: 15 p.m. Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Sundays at
Coconut Grove Playhouse,
Mia:rili. Call (305) 442-4000.
Cost is $22 and $2 7.

"The Actor's Nightma.-e"
and "Girls W"e Have
Known": This People Players pr~duction of one-act
plays is at 8 p.m. at Big·
Bang. For reservations, call
895-2384. General admission is $10.

Ansel Adams: 50 Years
of Photography: The exhibit will be from 10 a.m. -4
p.m. Monday-Friday, from
noon-4 p.m. Saturday and
from 1-5 p.m. Sunday .
(through Februaiy 17) at the
Court House Cultural Center, Stuart. Call (407) 2876676. Admission is free.
Carl Rosen: 9 p.m. SAC .

"Biedermann and the
Firebugs": This drama by
Max Frisch will show at 8
p.m. at the UCFTheatre. For
reservations, call ext. 2862.
Admission is $7.
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof': ·
The Civic Theatre of Central
Florida production ofTonnessee Williams' drama will play
at 8 p.m. at the Edyth Bush
Theatre. For re~rvations, call
896-7365. Cost is $14.

W"ednesday,Feb. 13
Saturday, Feb. 16
"Death.of a Salesman":
This drama by Arthur Miller
about a man facing' the realities of his life will show at
8 p.m. at Townsend's Plantation. For reseivations, call
(324) 0004. Admission ·18
$7.50.
'

Hispanic Night of Music
and Dance: Folk dancers
from Paraguay, Panama.
Spain, Puerto Rico, Colombia and Mexico will perform
at 7:30 p.m. at Annie Russell
Theatre. Rollins College. Call
646-2623. Cost is $7 for
Call Me Ethel-Merman of adults and $4 for students.
Course!: This touring production about Ethel Merman Sunday, Feb. 17 '
and Rita McKenzie will show
W"inter Park Public Liat 2 p.m. at the King Center
for the Performing Arts. For brary will feature Phyllis
1
reservations, call (407) 242- Graham with watercolors,
pastels and acrylics from 9
2219. Price is $13.50.
a.m.-9 p.m. (through Feb"Glory": 6:30 and 9 p.m. ruary). Call 628-5958. Admission is free.
SAC .
Thursday, Feb. 14

"Down and out in Beverly Hills"; 6:30 and 9 p.m.
SAC.

"Phaedra" is a Valencia
Character Company's production of Jean Racine's Monday, Feb. 18
Classic tragedy. It will show
Acom Books: Vici Rock will
at 8 p.m. at Black Box The- .
atre, Valencia Community display fiber art.from 9 a.m.-9
College, East Campus. For p.m. Monday-Saturday and
reservations, call 275-1603. from noon-5 p.m .. Sunday
General admission is $5; (through Februaiy). Call 2928746. The event is free.
students pay $4.
"The Freshman": 6:30 and
9p.m. SAC.

"Ruthless People": ·6:30
and 9 p.m. SAC.
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In the company of dog tales

Concerts

Reviewed by Bill Cushing

the observations on a marttal eludes stortes that may be
breakup from "as Braw a Scot enjoyed by a wide readership.
writing going to the dogs? as ever chewed a pair of slipWhile "Dog Tales" contains
Two recent books, "Dog pers," and Don Marquis' "Be- fairly simple writing, "The
Tales" and "The Company of ing a Public Character," also Company of Dogs" consists of
Dogs," are doing just that in- told by the main character, a ·more sophisticated and contentionally.
dog attaining the status of local temporary stortes'. Twenty-one
"Dog Tales" is billed as hero through his own pugna- wrtters, journalists and pro"Classic stories about smart
fessors have contrtbuted to
dogs." It is a collection of riine
~ this book with its profits earstories and iriterspersed with
marked for donation to agencolor portraits of a variety of
cies "providing direct care for
canine breeds from photograanimals in distress."
pher and co-editor Myron Beck
Included in thts collection
All the stories concern the
are some of today's better litlife of dogs and, for the most
erary names: authors Bobbie
part, each one is narrated from ·
Ann Mason ("In Country"),
the animal's point of view.
Robert Fox and Ann Beattie,
The majority of these works
and Ohio University's Distinwere penned by Americans and
guished Professor of English ~
all are from the first half of the ,~iiimiiiiaiiiimiiiimll Jack Matthews.
century, dating from 1905 to
Also in this volume is
FACT SHEET
1949.-.
"Ramsbury: A Suite of CarContributors include Robtoons" from artist Charles
ert Benchley, Dorothy Parker
Barsotti, a reg1:llar contrtbutor
and Ring Lardner.
to the "New Yorker," and a
Within· the pages of "Dog
series of monochrome photogrqphs from William Wegman.
Tales" are "Memoirs of a Yellow
Dog," a short story from 0.
·Whereas the stories in "Dog
Henry displaying a whimsical
Tales" show the relationships
side- few writers have ever
between people and dogs from
seen, James Thurber's classic
the canine side, those in "The
"The Dog That Bit People" and
Company ·o f Dogs" are wrttten
the original "Lassie Come
from a person's perspective.
Home,"written in 1938 by cious and heroic actions.
Either way, for readers with Britain's Eric Knight.
This is a bright and color- an affection for these· animals,
1\vo sleepers in this volume ful collection providing a dog's- both collections make fine
are John Huld's "Macdunald," eye-view of the world and in- additions to their library.
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Tuesday. Feb. 12

Theatre. $5 at the door.

• Enoch Sullivan and
the Sullivan Family: 7

Saturday. Feb. 16

p.m. at Gospel Stable
Church. Call 886-8165.

• The Boys Choir of
Harlem: 8 p.m. at the King

•

Mardi Gras Party at ·Center for the Performing
- Pleasure Island: 7 p.m. Arts, Melbourne. $14-19.50.
Dave Becker Tribune:
$9.95 at the gate.
W'ednesday. Feb. 13
• The Dynatones: 9
p.m. at Beacham's Blue
Note. $3 at the.door.
Allee Donut with Love
Gods in Leisure Suits: -9
p.m. at the Beach Club. $5
at the door.

Thursday. Feb. 14
• Bonnie Pointer: 9
p.m. at Pleasure Island.
$9.95 at the gate.

9 p.m . at Beacham's Blue
Note. $6 at the door.

•

Sunday.Feb. 17
• Central Florida Jazz
Society: 2~5 p.m . . at
Chris's House of Beef; $5
for society members, $7. 50
for non-members, $2.50
for students (at the door).
Lenny Dee: 2 p.m. at
Christian Home and Bible
School, Mount Dora.

Mondav. Feb. 18

Friday. Feb. 15

• Patriotic concert: 8
p.m. at First Presbyterian
•Tosca: 7:30 p.m at the Church of Orlando. $8 and
Bob Carr Performirig Arts . $10 for advanced general
Centre. $19-$41.50
and $6 for students.
Ray Charles: 8 p.m. at
Janes Addiction: 8
the Sun Dome. $20.
p.m. at_the Orlando Sports
Braille Closet wUh Club. $16 advanced, $18
Slow: 9 p.m. at Beacham day of show.

•

•
•

•

EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
9 TO 10:30 PM
*FULL LIQtJOR BAR*

- Charles Morrow

Norah .Salmon and John S:lylors of Potential Frenzy .played Wednesday night at Club Spacefish.

EDWARD SCISSORHAl«lS PG-13'
2:10·7:15
Kli'l>ERGARTEN COP PG-13
2:30-'1:50·7:30-9:50
HOME ALONE PG 2l!S.4:20-7:1S.9:3ll'
GOOfATHER Ill R 2:30·6:10·9:10'
DANCES WITH WOL YES PG13 1:30-S<!:lS
LIOlfiART R 2:15-7:20
FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER PG-13'
2:104:30-7:15-9;45
POPCORN R4:30-9:30
NEVER ENDING STORY,_ G 2-4-6<!-1 0
AWAKENINGS PG-13 2-4:30-7:20·9:50
WARLOCK R 2:\S.4:30-7:1S.9:3ll
AMERICAN KJCKBOXER R 4:30·9:30

4088 N. GOLDENROD ROAD
WINTER PARK, FL
(K-MART PLAzA) 679-7900

N

AWAKENINGS PG-13 2:05-4:30-7:00-9:30
HOME ALONE PG 2:15-4:20-7:30-9:45'
FLIGHT OF™EINT~UDER PG-13'
2:10-4:30-7:15-9:45
GREENCARD PG13 2:30-4:45-7:20-9:30'
POPCORN R4:30-9:30
BOOK OF LOVE- PG-13 2:30-7:30
NEVER ENDING STORY 2· G2·4·6-8-10
SLEEPING WI™ ™E ENEMV-R '
2:10-4:10-6:10-8:10-10:10

..

•

At the back doo
Wedoesday Nites

uGu@ w@@u ow &Du@lfw@uow@ woon@o© wouGu
[])dJ dJ®Guww~ ill©@ G[?®wu [])t[i~u®w@
2 for 1 admission w/this ad

6

FREE BUD DRAFT TILL MIDNIGHT
. ~8+ I $5

c~~.!_1~~~ET
EXCHANG~

All Sizes &Styles Arailoh/e HR.s. 1tam-11pm

649-6484

7DAY~

9p.m. · 2a.m.

c

0=

>

$1.50 KAZI &SEX ON THE BEACH

0

5100 Adanson Street, Orlando

$1.50 DRINKS

629·4779

•
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Nature's Table rich in flavor
is complimentary to the theme
of Nature's T~ble. There are
live plants hanging from the
ne taste is all it takes
to know the quality and
ceiling, and the green and
freshness Nature's Table has
natural wood tone tables all
to offer." This quote comes
blend together to create a
from the menu at Nature's
warm, friendly environment.
Smoking is prohibited in
Table and is quite appropriate for the small eatery. .
·the restaurant. so leave your
The menu offers a large
cigarettes in the car.
vartetyofhigh-proteinshakes ';l..mllll!illl...llllm-~i.. The counter help ·was
and ' fruit juices, along with I~
friendly and.helpful when my
soup, salads, sandwiches and
dining partner and I _ made
frozen yogurt. Many of the
our selections.
~===I
Overall, the experience was
items on the menu, like their
homemade vegetartan chili.. mt:Bt~r.J
enjoyable. The cost or a meal
at Nature's Table is about the ·
are geared toward vegetarians. ii~;i'[
Breakfast is served at Na- · ~~~1fu1f·~·
same as eating at a fast-food
restaurant and the value.is far
ture's Table and offers items ti~~~t!:if:fa:!:::;!! •'

"Q

(l

By Jeff Taubes

_ WUCF-FM 89.9

a Hawaiian crush shake.
The chicken salad was a
delightful change from most
others I have eaten, and all
the toppings were fresh and
crisp. The chicken and tomato soup was in a delicate, clear
broth and loaded with chicken. This was very unique and
delicious. The Hawaiian crush

~~E:.:E~; . . . . !;;~!IE[~~l:~c~~

fersdailyspecials atprtcesless
than that of the regular menu.
' Thelocationthatlvisitedwas
one of five in the Orlando area
MyselectionattheNature's
Table was a chicken salad
sandwich, a cup of soup and

Nature's Table is open
was a mixture of pineapple, from 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
papaya and banana blended every day except Sunday. It
with ice to create a very re- is located in University
freshing frozen beverage.
Shoppes across frorri UCf.
· The restaurant is extreme-- Delivery is available from 11
ly ~lean and the atmosphere a.m. to 1 p.m. week~ays.

EF: I felt sexy. But I won't do
.Flemister
another cover unless you
frompage 9
make me.
AT: Do you think you'll do just my legs. · I have no feeling
any nudity?
about it.
EF: No! Never. I don't like
So much for inflated egos
being in movies with my clothes on Erin's part. I see Erin as a
on, why would I strtp down?
utopia: she is the ideal person,
AT: Yeah. . You had a good one not so readily willing to
role in Oscura luz Divina!
be trapped in a celluloid cage.
EF: I'm a little extra. What's Her future plans are quite
there to be proud of: It was sketchy as of now, but that is

no great worry. I'll still be
hanging out with her. When
asked of any advice she would
give to actresses, this wealth
of information said "No. I
don't think of myself as an
actress, so I don't ·have af!.y
advice."
Erin can never sell out,
but if worse comes to worse,
she can fall bacltonher acting
experience, I bet.

JOHN GOODMAN • PETER O'TOOLE
Agreat tragedy
has hefa lien
I he royal family
leaving only one
heir to the

Program Schedule
Monday · Friday
- 9 a.m. WUCF in concert
- 10 a.m. Adventures in Good Music
- Noon Calendar Concert
- 4 p.m. WUCF Second Program - a magazine program
featuring ·public affairs, full-length concerts, etc.
4
- 6 p.m. Student Programming - Including music as
determined by Student Government, sports
including "Sports Forum"; public affairs including "UCF Digest." Also, the "Beatles Show."
6
- 7 p.m. BBC Newshour (BBC/APR)
7
- 11 p.m. Jazz (Monday - Thursday)/ 7:00 - 10:00 Fri.
lOp.m. - 6 a.m. Knight Rock (Friday)
llp.m. - 5 a.m. Knight Rock (Monday - Thursday)

6
9
10
Noon

Saturday
6.
8
lOa.m.
1:30
5
10
11 p.m.

- 8 a.m. Fusion Jazz
- 10 a.m. Jazz
- 1:30 p.m. Jazz On The Beach
- 5 p.m. Metropolitan Opera
- 10 p.m. Jazz
,
- 11 p.m. Student Programming (Request Line)
- 6 a.m. Knight Rock

. Sunday
6

7
8
8:30
9
10
Noon
·1

2
5
6
8

10
12

. - 7 a.m. United Live (consortium)
- 8 a.m. Keynotes (consortium)
- 8:30 a.m. Micrologues (consortium)
- 9 a.m. Au9itorium Organ (consortium)
_- 10 a.m. With Heart and Voice (consortium)
-Noon CBC Sunday Morning (CBC/APR)
- 1 p.m.The Italian Show
- 2 p.m. The French Show
- 5 p.m. The Bluegrass Show
- 6 p.m. The Irish Show
- 8 p.m. The Blues Show
-10 p.m. The Latin Show
- 12 a.m. Reggae
- 5 a.m. Knight Rock

.You can

I

lhronr ...

to an

Orlando Premiere
SHOWING
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 13

at 8 p.m.
You could win a pair of .tickets to a ~pecial advance showing of "KING RALPH" courtesy of The
Central Florida Future.
To win tickets, come by our office and give us
_your best rendition of "God Save the Queen."
You can sing it, say it or even rap it! Use your
. creativity to win a pair offree passes.
Just stop by The Central Florida Future editorial
office_(located next to the health center _on cam. pus) today only to win your free tickets.
Hurry. Tickets are limited and will be awarded on
a first-come, first-served basis. ·

,.,

11

•
•
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With the recent developments in the Soviet
Union, it is obvious th&t the country is forcing other countries to head down the path of destructlon.
Now, as yet another Coipmunist country is dividing over ~ho should rule its state, the Soviet
Union appears to be waiting.
Yugoslavia recently received an announcement
from tr~e republic of Slovenia that it is beginning
steps toward seceding from Yugoslavia and joining
its pro-independence ally Croatia in boycotting talks
to save the revolution-struck Balkan federation.
This may be the final steps to cause Yugoslavia
to divide into separate countries.
·
In fact, this announcemept has begun to finalize
the split of Yugoslavia. On Friday, 5,000 members
of the Serbian women's organization joined together and shouted, "Down with the fascist Croatian
leadership! Long live the Yugoslav army!"
With p~ople protesting in the streets, one can
only wonder when the Soviet Union is going to join
in the fray. Perhaps another fight would help keep
western eyes off Lithuania, considering the fact
that troops still occupy the republic.
But the question then would be: Would the press
give approval to Soviet agression in Yugoslavia?
Six separate re-publics are going to be involved
in the fighting: Croatia, Slovenia, Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia and Macedonia. · ·
So far, only Slovenia and Croatia have joined
against the Soviet respons~ in Lithuania. The Serbians have voiced their disapproval of Slovenia and'
Croatia, but this is only.J he beginning.
The area of Yugoslavia has a long history of
disputes among nationalities. Hatred has not died
down. over the years as borders have.
The pro-Communist Serbian system is falling
apart, along with the rest of the Soviet Union. Now
that the nationalities have begun to protest actively,, who is in control.
This is the time for Western Europe to decide
whether or not it is willing to overstep borders and
take an active role in Eastern Europe.
Western Europe needs to come to a consensus on
whether to allow the Eastern block nations into the
European community, to help rebuild or to ignore
the plight of the people and worry about oil.
Eastern Europe is an ongoing problem, one that
will not be easily taken care of any time soon. If the
Western Europe allies decide to ·take a definite position on problems in -the area, maybe it wouldn't
be so incredibly volatile.
.
During a time when hearts and thoughts are
heavy because of the war in the Persian Gulf, we
would like to encourage UCF students to be conscious of all the international political struggles.
If world peace can truly be achieved, then we
must hope the Eastern European countries settle
their differences and let their people have the freedom they deserve. We must not forget that people
are fighting for freedom.
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tics as usual system is alive and Here are some of the myths and
well at UCF. Senator David facts that I have uncover.
Groover should be happy that the
Myth: ''The PLO does not supStudent Government rules were port Saddam Hussein's invasion of
ignored in his low GPA appeal. The Kuwait.
·Fact: A now famous message was
four senator s who voted against his
appeal should be applauded for up'" cabled to Saddam Hussein by the ·
holding SG requirements. Con- PLO Unified National Leadership
versely, the five senators who up- on Aug..2, following the invasion of
held Groover's appeal should b~ Kuw_ait:
questioned for their actions.
"March ahead with God's blessSen. Ted Knight, whom ac- ing, 0 leader. We, the eag1e of the
knowledged Groover as his best Palestinian revolution, are at leadfrienq, exemplified the politics as er Saddam Hussein's beck and call.
usual system when he said, "H.e's May God bless you, 0 inspired
willing to fight for his position." Is leader Saddam, ... "
that a sufficient reason to overlook
Myth: "The name of the region
Elizabeth Hurt the requirements.
that ISrael is situated in is called
Adhering to the rules would have 'Palestine."'
English I literature
been the right thing to do. ObviFact: Palestine was territory
ously, Sen. Groover disagrees. This established by the Roman Empire
• ALT·MAN LIVES
decision means that abuses of the in 70 CE and was subsequent1y
Editor:
Imagine a university president system and total disregard for the had a number of occupiers inwho is accessible to ' the students, rules are as much a part of student cluding most recently the Ottowho stands up against illogical government as any statute is.
mans and then the British. Acrules, who refuses to do things just
cording to the Oxford Dictionary,
Trace Trylko "Palestine ceased to exist as a pobecause "they've always been done
communications litical entity when the State of
that way." Wishful thinking?
-Not in my experience. When the
Israel was established." The term
"Powers That Be" informed me • MYTHS VS FACTS
Palestine is frequently used by
that I"could not graduate with both Editor:
groups that do not recogniz~ the
What has happened to our quiet State of Israel.
an M.S. and B.A. in the same semester, I appealed directly to campus and The Central Florida
Myth: ''The PLO's chairman
Future? Last semester, I would Yassar Arafat has renounced his
President Steven Altman.
Twenty-four hours later, Dr. have thought that the campus was goal of eliminating Israel."
Fact: On March 6, 1989 Arafat
Altman delivered the good news far removed from the world of polito me: if l complete all the re- tics, whil~ this term the conflicts of stated: "The Palestinians are not
quirements, I will receive both de- the Middle East have entered our fighting merely for the sake of
daily lives.
fighting, but for a political objecgrees in May.
A number of students have been tive, namely, the liberation of the
Without the aid of Dr. Altman .
and his staff, I'd still be hopelessly called up to reserves duty in "Op- Palestinian soil and the estabstuck in a muddle of bureaucratic eration De$ert Shield." Not sur- lishment of a Palestinian state
red tape. Instead, I'm busily trying prising1y, tpe Middle East has be- _over every part of it from which
to complete all my requirements. . come a hot topic of conversation Israel will be removed." Quatar
throughout the campus and even News Agency.
Alt-Man lives!
in our university's newspaper.
There is information and there
What is shocking is the tone of a is propaganda. It is important
Lois Buwalda
computer science I English number of articles and editorials that we all learn the facts, for we
criticizing Israel, one of America's are weary of broad accusations.
strongest allies. While I believe
We need to question the writers
• POLITICS AS USUAL
some of this was intentional, most intent, and not fall into the trap
. Editor:
This is in re.sponse to the Feb. 7 is a symptom of a larger problem of of semantics and propaganda.
article, "SG . will keep senator misinformation and the lack of the
_ truth. Consequently, this has led
Thomas Shipley
though GPA is too low."
It would appear that the poli- me to researching the allegations.
industrial engineering
• BUDGET REQUEST

Editor:
I am writing to clarify a point
made in the Feb. 5 article "SG
passes $4_6,000 budget despite
proposal to'hold ofl"
Both David Marin and President Pro Tern David Carls implied
that the Cypress Dome did not
turn in a budget request. The Cypress :Dome did in fact haye a re..:
quest turned into Student Government at the time of the
meeting.
I believe this confusion is only
a matter of miscommunication. .
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Staff Members: Scott Beaman, Steven Bell, Bridget .Clark, Anne Decker,
Cindy Farrens, Jim Ferguson, Tom Kopacz, Jessica Pinkman
Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University Administration,
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed. maximum of 300 words and include
the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are subject to editing for grammar
and space and become the property of the newspaper, subject to their publication. The'
Central Florida Future is a free, non-profit newspaper published twice weekly during the
academic year and weekly during the summer. All meetings of the BOP are open to the
public.
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America.teeters on the edge Of a defining hour

l/

As President Bush passes the halfway point of his
term of office, his recent State of the Union Address
contained some interesting points revealing much
about himself as well as the "state of the union."
, A number of Capitol Hill Democrats, Florida's Bob
Graham among them, complained that the president's
message spent too little time addressing our nation's
current domestic problems while dwelling on his foreign policy accomplishments.
This is ~ valid argument. A detailed study of the
speech reveals that the text favored foreign events
and progress and what space was spent on domestic
policy was padded with useless rhetoric.
Additionally, there was a major section concerning
itself with the administration's latest love, the capital
gains incentive-another piece of "voodoo economics,"
to use President Bush's earlier words.
All the president need do is read the February
issue of "Atlantic Monthly" to discover why the capital
gains incentive is a? ridiculous an idea as former
President Ronald Reagan's idea of the "trickle down"
effect.
He also called for "new incentives." These will
probably contradict his hope to establish "control of

federal spending."
Those economic policy points aside, the president's
address contained, once again, his ''kinder and gentler1'
approach, along with a plea to "avoid a return to
unproductive partisan bickering."
On two occasions within the talk was the verbalization of the concept of America on the edge of a
"defining hour." The president also alluded to the
"wisdom of our nation's founders."
Now let us see if the president, along with a cooperative congress, can listen to his own advice.
A basic understanding of our nation's early history
will discern a pattern of behavior which the founding
fathers of the republic tried to establish with the
constitutional concept of governmental checks and
balances.
Put as simply as possible in limited space, it was
never·meant for this country's president to dabble in
dome-stic affairs unless our congressional representatives went so far off course of their intended job that
the.power of veto was needed to keep them in:check.
With our president's obvious strengths in working
with world leaders and his leadership in a number of
recent international efforts, along with his obvious

problems in addressing domestic problems in any lucid form, one would think that he would welcome an
opportunity to.further strengthen his place in history
by honestly and energetically pursuing a means of
returning America to the sort of republic which its ,
founders envisioned.
If the president wants to see our nation fulfill its
destiny during this "defining hour," perhaps our leaders should simply "redefine" rather than trying to
conceive of a whole new agenda.
It is a concept that will work if given the chance, as
long as our nation's leaders will concern themselves
with leading the nation and solving its problems,
instead of following the current trend of "unproductive partisa.Tl bickering.''...'""'- .
Perhaps then the nation can initiate a return to
the aforementioned "wisdom of our .nation's fathers."
-Bill Cushing is a junior studying English.

The bad news and good news about tax-returns

llllllltlllllll~
Tax-return time is coming, and I have bad news
and good news:
,.
-The bad news is, tax return time is coming.
-The good-news is, I-figured out how to get rich
from it.
My plan is to set up Bad Taxpayer Advice Centers.
The way these would work is, taxpayers would pay a
fee, and our trained personnel would give them ludicrously incorrect information, such as that they can
., deduct the full cost of any item whose name contains
two or more vowels. (EXAMPLES: "Boat" is deductible. So is "eel." But not "phlegm"· or "cat.")
With this system, you would enjoy the confidence
of KNOWING you were getting incorrect advice, as
opposed to when you ask any of the so-called tax
experts, who are frequently wrong, but not always,
thus leaving you with an insecure feeling. Although
you can't really bla!l1e the experts. Nobody understands the U.S. Tax Code, a huge, complex, mutant
organi$m kept in a heavily guarded basement section
of the Internal Revenue Service building. "Don't go in
there!" the guards warn people. "The Tax Code is in
there!" At night they throw meat to it.
This is why most of us taxpayers ~sely elect to fill
in our tax forms with essentially random numbers.
Oh, we'll be diligent at first. We'll get out the cardboard box where we keep our financial records, and
·~ we'll make an honest effort to give accurate answers
to the ear.lier questions, such as 'TAXPAYER NAME."
But when we get to the tricky questions such as how
' much money we earned, how we spent it, and· exactly
how many children we have, we tend to develop looser standards, especially when we realize that our
financial records consist of a 1982 receipt from Burger King and six increasingly desperate letters asking
us to renew our subscription to Newsweek.
So when we get to the question about how much,
exactly, we spent on "child care," :ve ar~ going to
haves some questions of our own, mcludmg: What
about Captain Skyhawk? Captain Skyhawk is a Nintendo game that we purchased for own son for Christ" mas because we are bad parents who wish to rot his
mind. It cost $41.99, and we definitely view this as a

.

child-care expense on rainy Saturday afternoons when
our son has what sounds like 73 friends over, and if
they weren't totally engrossed in an effort fo get to
the last stage of Captain Skyhawk, where you have
to kill a giant eyeball that has tentacles, then- they
would probably be putting spiders into the toaster. So
we say to ourselves, OK, that's $41.99 worth of child
care right there, plus mileage to and from the mall,
plus psychiatric damage caused by looking for a
parking space amidst hundreds of holiday-crazed
drivers who are so desperate that not only would they
park in a handicapped person's parking space, but
some of them would park on and actual handicapped
PERSON. Pretty soon we realize that just this one
item amounts to THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS in taxdeductible child-care expenses, and if the IRS agents
don't agree with our calculations, then let THEM
clean the charred spiders out of our toaster.
But this probably will not be necessary, because
the IRS is always eager to accommodate us taxpayers, to the point where sometimes we could just
scream with gratitude. A heartwarming example of
this is an IRS document that I received from alert
reader Rick Gu1dan. The IRS issued this document
last November to explain the tax-filing procedure
for people being held hostage in Iraq. I am not

making this. up. And it's a good thing I'm not, because-when a person is taken hostage and realizes
that he may never see his home and loved ones again,
the first thing he says to himself is: "Uh-oh! How am
I going to file my federal tax return?"
· In case you ever find yourself in this situation,
here's a direct quote form the IRS document:
"Individuals who are detained by the Iraqi government probably will be unable to file returns until
their release ... However, those who are detained in a
foreign country against their will are allowed additional tlme to file their federal income tax returns.
The due date for filing is extended until the 15th day
of the third month following theirrelease."
Whew. You talk about a big-hearted bunch! You ·
talk about tying a· yellow ribbon 'round the old oak
tree! Not only does the IRS have the sensitivity to
recognize that people being held prisoner in foreign
countries PROBABLY CAN'T FILE TAX RETURNS,
but it also gives them ADDITIONAL TIME.
Oh, I know what you're thinking. You're thinking:
"But couldn't the IRS do more? Couldn't it form a
Hostage Taxpayer Assistance Commando Task Force,
consisting of highly trained IRS agents who would
parachute at night into the hostile nation, quietly
make their way to the location where the hostages
were being held, overpower the guards, and provide
the captured taxpayers with the tax forms they'd
need to file their returns on time?''
That's a very thoughtful suggestion, so please don't
take it the wrong way when I point out that it's
stupid. Because in order to provide all the forms and
tables and instructions necessary to really do the job
right, the commando IRS agents would have to carry
·an estimated 1,500 pounds of documents per hostage
taxpayer. They'd fall from the plane like rocks and
strike the hostile nation at well over 100 miles per
hour. Innocent people could get hit.
So we're probably better off under our present
system, although there have been a number of important tax-code changes this year that you should
be aware of. Unfortunately I don't have enough
space left to go into detail, but to summarize the
key facts:
1. There have been· a number of important tax-law
changes.
,
2. You should be aware of.them.
3. You have to destroy / the individual tentacles
BEFORE you can kill the giant eyeball.

heart walk. Get ready to hear the sweet
sounds
Sig Ep tonjgbt. Wed11esday,_we
have games on the green and your chance to
dunk Pat Knisel for only $1. John Lannin has
got the fresh new haircut. Look out

'82 Datsun 310 GX looks bad but runs great!
G,ood transpa,~325 823-8592

ot

FIJI
THE FIJI'S ARE COMING! FEB 1-12
Join UCF's newest fraternity
Call the Phi Gamma Delta hotline at
896-7953
.

Pi Betta Phi
Pi Phis let's get ready for Crush! Don't forget
to make an appearance in the cafeteria on
MWF. Get psyched for Queen of Hearts. Pi
Phi is#1

TODAY ONLY!
Don't miss the
GREEK GIFT EXPO
At the Holiday Inn-University
Super selection of Greek Sportswear
Register to win free prizes
.
· 10am-5pm Visa/Mastercard accepted

Kappa Sigma
Conclave was awesome! Thank you ladies
for a great time. Kappa Sig basketball is #1 !
Look out cause we're hot! Woodser is coming
up, so grab a date and join the party!

Congratulatic.ns to the newly initiated members of the Order of Omega: Shannon L.
Bradley, Lydia R. Cook, Christine Cregar,
Mark M. Deutsch, Jason OiBona, Ann Marie
Gilio, Julie C. Holton, Jennifer L. Latran,
Daniel E. Lucero, Tracy D. Otey, Patty Purish,
Diane Marie Scanlon, Brent M. Shaw and
Timothy M. Weston. Also, congratulations to
the following people: Jill Gentry, James
Hobart, Jason Lazarus, Jeff Palla, David E.
Patton, April A. Petrow, Michael Plant, Mark
Sutton and Chris Vining.
Order of Omega is a national honor and lead.ership society for sorority and fraternity
members of this campus and of the Greek
System across.the country. They are chosen
based on scholarship, fraternity/sorority involvement, IFC/Panhellenic involvement,
University involvement, community service
ans honors awards. The pers.ons listed above
are among the top leaders on campus. We are
proud that you are representing UCF"S fine
Greek System
Delta Gamma
Hey Sig Ep, we're psyched for Queen of
Hearts week! Looking forward to your serenade tonight. DeeGees, good luck in BBall &
soccer. Way to gq to our MVP Erin! Also,
make time to study! P.S. Kim-wakeup & go to
class!
Pi Kappa Alpha
Hey Man! Killer party Sat. night. Thanks
Randy and Rob. Congrats to Ralph Britt, Matt
+Darrin in the tennis tourney. Thanks to all
who helped with the community service project (good job Joe). Basketball Wed . Wear
jersey on Wed . Softball v/kt. Pikes jamll
.Peace in the Persian.
Phi Delta Theta
Xspcl thanx to the ladies of Kappa Delta and
the bro's of AKAK. Mardis Gras was awesome! Car wash Feb. 16. Get ready to work
CFFair! PhiDeltKnowsGreekWeek! PONG,
the attitude!
Delta Sigma Pi
Congrats to Nancy Funk Brother of the month
for January. Way to go! Carnat1cin sale this
week, get one for that special person. Jersey
day on Wednesday.
Acacia
Welcome back mountain man. Congratulations to the B-Ball team on their win. Thanks
to George for his wisdom ACACIANS LOVED
THE KAPPA DELTA SOCIAL FRI NIGHT.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Come out and support team 1 soccer at 5:00
today and Bball on Wed at 9:30. Pay Chris R
$25 for formal. Pledg~s-keep up the good
work . . E Week is coming soon and so is
DARKMANI

Tau Kappa f:psilon
Tau Kappa Epsilon pledges, let's get to work
on those books! Remember, 3-fires is next
Friday, the 22nd. TKE 1 basketball and soccer- let's get cracking! Check the board for
game times. C-Ya! ·BOO-YAA
Alpha Tau Omega
.AT0-1 Basketball, Thurs-7:30pm ceurt 2 vs
Spe-1. Sweetheart soccer. Thu cs 5;00pm vs
Teem Green; Basketball Thurs. 6:30 vs
Hoops. God Bless out brothers in the Gulf:
John Campbell & Huy Le!

IS IT TRUE...JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH
THE U.S. GOV'T? CALL FOR FACTS I 504649-5745 EXT.S-2568
*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 657-1967
Townhouse Fox Hunt 2 bedroom 2 bath four
can live here. Washer & dryer in each apt.
Available now! To see call Martin Goodman
422-1111
1Bdrm 1Bath Apt-walk to UCF $315/mt Cat
okay. 281-6545

Thule surf racks barely used. List price new is
$140. Asking $100. Also 6'6" Playalinda surfboard list price $280 No dings, asking $200
OBO. Call Marco 682-9363.

A.A. meeting every Wed. 12-1prn Bio. bldg.
room 140
Amnesty International Meetings
Human Rights in the Mideast
3:30 Wednesdays on the green

·water bed, almost new, softsided, pd.$750,
will sell for $350 or best offer. Six drawers,
headboard, and mirror, Phone 273-9391

Mid-Week worship, all welcome, Episcopal
Campus Ministry; Wed. Noon, room 211,
Student Ctr. Praying for peace, Justice,-Dr.
Ashrnun Brown

Why Rent? Hornes for $1 , Repos. Gov't
giveaway programs I For information 504-6418003 Ext. R-2568

M/F 2bd/2ba Altamonte Springs. $250 + 1/2
util. 380-5967, 295-0992
Need female roornrnate(s) to rent Lg. room in
Chancellors Row Townhouse. $300 own
room/$200 share room. Pool, tennis, W/O,
Call Kara 380-7531
Nonsmoker for new 212 condo 1 mile to UCF
$260 + 1/2 util 366-3704
Needed ASAP: Female N/S to share 2bed/
2bath apt. on lake, 10 min. from UCF . $160
mo. + 1/3 utilities. Call 678-0051 . Leave
message
MALE to share house, 6m i to UCF. Wahs/dry.
Micro. $185+1/2 678-1738
~

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 1bed/bath
Sigma Phi Epsilon
apt in Villa Corcfova Apts. 6 miles from UCF
AMl& IIB~ Thanks for a great social. Hey
in Univ. Blvd. $198/mo + 1(2 ut. Call Jorge at
Pike Pledges-(tag # HIG 39x) we don't appre677-5779 mornings or after 9:00 pm
ciate you egging our house! Don't worry Pikes
you aren't hurting yqur reputation, you're living
M/F to share 2bd apt 1 mi from UCF $200 + 1/
up to it. Hey I:X & ATA didn't your houses get
2 util 381-4119(Val) Leave message please- ·
egged too?. Boy wonderwno did that. Soccer
may move in 3-1-91
team (3-0) on a roll, crushed PKA like an egg!
Sororities, Queen of Hearts week is here. . Roommate for house $170 per month 10
Thanks to all the ladies w~o joined us at '!'e
rninutes if,ro UCF 366;0278 -,

ATIENTION GRADUATING SENIORS
See or call STEVE MILAM for a NEW Chevrolet or Geo under GMAC's College Grad
Program. Easy qualifying. Holler Chevrolet
645-1234

ENTRY-LEVEL PROFESSIONALS- No time
to find ajob? Hundreds of jobs for students &
grads, by phone, 24 hrs. per day in 407 area.
New & unique directory of jobhotlines. No 900
#'s! Use your phone ANYTIME for JOB
SUCCESS! Rush $10 chk/mo to CAREERS
FLORIDA PO Box 950398, Lake Mary, FL
32795 ph:407-323-2700

'86 Honda Civic OX 3Dr 'Ac '"lirntfm cassette.
Exel cond Enkie wheels. Metai"lic blue 71 K mi
$39g5 obo ph. 2~0-6402

NEED·A,TYPIST? " 1 • '
Call 295-0467/629-6959

FOUND: 2 rings in the restroom near the
bookstore last Wednesday. To claim, please
go to the KIOSK

Part-time help wanted-set your own hoursw::irk out of your own home-a unique opportunity for ·teachers and students-CAii 407262-2023

COMIC BOOKS
Bought and Sold ·
Call Troy 365-3789 evenings

"One Heart-One love-ONE BIG PARTY"
Spring Break Jamaica ReggaeJam
(BOO) "U" REGGAE ... (800) 873-4423
Get UCF summer credit in Cambridge, England. Over 50 courses offered. Informational
meeting Feb. 14; HFA 516; 6:00-9:00pm or
contact Dr. Beth Barnes; English Dept. 8232212
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the comµany that offers FREE fraternity
and sorority Greek letter encrusting. Jostens!
There is a difference; look for it! It's Academic
in the University Shoppes

I LOVE YOU MARK MIERZEJEWSKI, DEBRA
Jel: If U haven't REALLY studied other religions, U haven't made a choice. U Ra product
of UR parents. Jes
Ayesha and Yumna are the best friends a
person can have. MG ·

For Sale: Twin bed w/headboard, matching
oak dresser+ night stand exc cond perfect for
student Call after 6pm at 677-0249

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that first offered the highest
quality, 18k, in college rings . Jostens! There
is a difference; look for it! It's Academic in the
University Shoppes.

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, Rush jobs

RPS needed PIT package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715

BOOKS-Japanese lndustry-''Theory X-Ouchi$3, "The -Reckoning" -Halberstam-$4,
"Kaisha, The Japanese Corp."-Abeaglen/
Stalk-$10, "Yen!"•Burstein-$15. Ext. 2972

O'Brien Windsurfer exc condition $300 or best
otter Melissa 382-1849

Fast*Professional* Accurate

Quit typing - Call Stress Allevlators Professi ona 1ly typed & edited.
Written
projects(terms, resumes, etc) Ca!I Barbara at
(407) 351-0065.

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys , Naples , Maine.
Picturesque lake front locations , exceptional;
SPARK;DATAVUE laptop computers 640K 88
fadht1es. Positions for heads and assistants in
chip NEW in box $500 TRS•) printer · tennis, baseball, basketball, soccer, !across,
$250(Daisey Wheey) Call Shirley at841-7437
street hockey, archery, rittlrey, swimming
days 36603899
(WSI), sailing SCUBA, canoeing, waterskiing,
fine arts, ceramics, crafts, journalism, photogLenses For Sale fits Nikon SLR perfect for a
raphy, backpacking , rockcliming , nature
low cost start! 50mm/28-$50 70-210/45-56
study , dramatics, music, radio and electron$100 75-300/45-56 $200 Call Kevin 275-5488
ics, weight training, secretarial. Top salaries,
room &board, travel allowance. INTERVIEW
WORD PROCESSOR, built-in· 9" screen and
WITH TAKAJO'S DIRECTOR WEDNESdaisy wheel printer, retails for over $450,
DAY, FEB. 13TH,9am to 4pm in LOBBY of
asking $280 nearly new warranty, call Mike at
UCF GYM. Walk-ins welcome. Call cam·657-0565
pus rep. at 407-823-4353 for further info.
TAPE DECK, Technics Tape Deck, Dolby B
and C, dbx noise reduction, asking $85, call
Mike 657-0565

1989 Ski boat 151 Maxum with warranty 10
hours on 50 HP motor custom trailer, stereo,
much more must see to appreciate paid
7 ,000.00 new will sell for 4,000 obo Call 3392043 pm

Student documents and resumes. Sarne
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg. 366-4045

Home Typist, PC users needed .
$35,000 potential. Details.
1
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. B-4628

Nikon 180 mm F2.8 Auto focus lens $550.00,
Nikon 85mm F1 .8 Auto focus lens $295.00.
Call Mike 823-2601 Both still under warranty

CKI- Collegiate Kiwanis
We're looking for a few good hearts
Find out how you can become a
"Community Service Affiliate"
275-5044 Ask for Rene

WORDMASTERS 277-9600
'81 BMW 320 I goud cond . new tires, auto,
273-7478, Billfish

UCF walking distance 2br2bth appliances
available now for rent Call 381-4240 to leave
message

For Sale by ONner-1/2 Duplex 2Bdrm/2Bath
All appliances, UCF area. Appl only 282-4487
or 269-0391 ($59,500)

Don't forget about the love auction this Thurs
nite, BCMersl Great food, great fun, and a
great way to show your love for summer
missions 1 More info at Knight Lite (Thurs@7
SOL)

WP.EDITING: $1.25 & UP. 366-0538
'84 Tempo 49K $2100 Clean Jim 281-1627

Babysitter available-certified
Call 380-9036 Ask for Mariann
UTILE ANGELS PRESCHOOL
LIC#890-31
10006 Portale Ave/Near UCF
Experienced Staff * Warm Caring Environment
* FULL TIME $48 * $2/HR DROP IN
Transport to &from school 277-2153
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
The ring that ~n:ies with a l~fetime Golden
Warranty Card. JostenS"I There is- a 9 ff~r; ence; look for it! It's Academic in the University
Shoppes.

Dearest Poopsie- My love for you will never
die. I'm yours to.eternity! Happy Anniversary!
Rocky
GOOD LUCK to Victoria and to the cast and
crew of Biedermann and the Firebugs on
Friday night at 8:00pm. And continued success on Feb 16, 17, 19, 20, 21 , :.:!2, 23 at8:00
pm and on Feb 17, 20 at2:00prn-Brian
BunniE:, I need to get away from it all for a
while. Why don't you meet me in the Wild
Pizza tonight for that musician Carl Rosen@
9pm. We can make our own music later on!Bren
Valentines Da,y is Corning! PJaee a personal
a·d for that special sorneon~ tp le them know
how you feel. o·eadline for Valentine's issue
Feb. 11 , 4:00pm.
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"Don't get V.D. for V.D."
· Condom-gra·ms will be sold in the cafeteria
and outside the Wellness Center from
1-1 :00-2:00pm Tuesday, F~bruary 12th
through Valentine's Day. The price is $1.00.

Roses are red .
Violets are blue
If you don.•t use c.o ndoms .
AIDS might get you!
(

(

*Sponsored by Project R.~.A.C.H. (Respon·sibility ·
through Education about AIDS for College Health).· For
more information call Gail Waltzer at 281-5841.

ENTRY 'D ATES:
ti

Feb. 4-23
-

PLAY DATE:

I

j

.wt,.·eQ:,rc~ Wediesday, February

1

<.'

Saturday, Feb. 23

13 at l:OOp.m.

I

UC.F Gym.

,..,-----

Where: ·

r;

Student Center Green

SCHEDULE:

COME OUT AND
.LISTEN TO THE
CANDIDATES SPEAK!

9:00_am
9:15 am
9:30 am

~

Check-in
Rules /Tourney Draw
Play Begins

For SIGN-UP come by Recrea(ional Services
or call us at 3-2408.
_.,,.~. · ·~
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PICK YOUR FA"V ORllTE 4 ITEMS
C0 NTES·T
1

BURGER INGREDIENTS:
CHEESE SAUCE---CHILI---MUSHROOMS---ONIONS----

-

.

----HAM
----TURKEY
~---JJ~JJJJERS

----G·UCCAMOLE
----BACON
----SAUSAGE
--:--ONION RINGS
:---~ 1 000 ISLAND

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SWISS--~

CHEIJIJER---JACK---AMERICAN----

"UCF BURGER" YOU BUILD IT!!! · ·
WE WANT TO MAKE A BURGER JUST FOR YOU BUT WE DON'T KNOW
WHAT TO PUT IN IT! SO, NOW T~ROUGH MARCH lst YOU CAN COME IN
_ · AND VOTE FOR YOUR 4 FAVORITE TOPPINGS, JUST FILL OUT THIS
BALLOT, STOP BY AND RECIEVE A FREE LARGE SOFT DRINK WITH ANY ·
MEAL PURCHASE ...
GOOD ONLY AT ALAFAYA COMMONS LOCATION, NOT GOOD WI ANY OTHER OFFER 381-0379

'

.•
I
I

L--------------~-----------------~---------------~----~
IN HONOR OF

· BltACK. H:JS,TOR.Y MO·N:Tlt
THE. CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD
PRESENTS

STARRING

MATIHEW BRODERIC
DENZEL WASHINGTON
MORGAN FREEMAN
FEBRUARY 13th

. .'\. . Hl
.D
0 - KHT11bJ.....
A

SPl~E

LEE

.Jot..., 'T

rl!.wRTA~~!:::~:A ;D9·nY4..
...

.

Please stop by the Student Center -1nain desk
for an application and audition information.

~~~~~::.:.@;-.:~CAB::::
~1] · UNIVERSITY OF CENTIV\L FLORIDA

-

CAMPUS AcTIVITIES BOARD

I'

,~··•••••..••••••9•9••••,.~

~

STARRING

SPIKE LEE, DANNY AIELLO
OSSIE DAVIS AND RUBY LEE
FEBRUARY 20th

STARRING
KID 'N PLAY, FULL FORCE
AND ROBIN HARRIS
FEBRUARY 27th

ALL MOVIES StlOWN IN
THE SAC AT 6:30 and 9:00

The Central Florida Future -Febru·ary

,

OLIVE GARDEN ·

Key West

'

.

..

March IO· I6

.Make your Spring Bre~Ji Drea~ I I

come true? .

~o/

/ /// \

\

•

..

a throWing error charged . to•
pitcher JeffMcAndrews. .
''We threw·a lot of guys that
haven'.t had much pitching
This placed UCF in the experience," -. pltching ·coach
consolation game against Mike Maack said. ''We figured
Georgia South.em. UCLA when they [the Eagles] went
battled Florida in the · ahead ·this was the time to
Championship game and won experiment and let some guys
pitch.';
the tournament .
Geqrgia Southern sent nine
Ill their second game against
the Eagles, the Knights men to the plate in the· seventh
continued to suffer pitching and scored five nins on four hits
problems. They·sent six pitchers to take a14-5 lead.
The Knights were able to
to the mound and gave up 15
runs on 14 hits. They also walked score a run in the eighth and
eight, three of which were hit by four runs in the bottom of the
ninth but fell ~hort. The final
pitches.
"We're not ready to play four score was 15-10.
"It's stm early in the year
games in a row, our pitching
staff isn't there yet," Bergman and what we've [the coaches]
got to do.is make sure the players
said.
Despite the pitching reaJize it's this early in the year
problems the Knights kept it so they don't doubt themselves,"
close until the seventh inning. Maack said.
The Knights next series is ·
Going into the top ofthe seventh,
the Eagles led 9-5. To lead off Friday, Saturday and Sunday
the inning, Buddy Holder was against Western Kentucky at
I hit bya pitch and then scored on home.
FROM PAGE 1

·.· for .only $275! ·
•

12, 19g1 17

Trip includes:
·
*round trip m·o tor eoaeh from
, JJCF to hotel
* 6 nights/s full days at a
Bamadalnn
*Clean, spacious rooms, tµJo
pools and a garden/grill area on
premises ·
*Hotel near restaurants and
shopping areas
*Sun, sun, sun!?!

Sign up by February IS at the Student Center
front desk. Deposit of $125 due at this time.
Only 44 slots available!

For more information call x26II.

Assistant Sports Editor Wanted

The Central Florida Future is looking for an
Assistant Sports Editor to work about three nights a
week. Qualified applicants should hav·e good writing
skills and some editing experience. Call us at
823-2865 or drop by and fill out _an a_pplication
I,---'.::==========================---.- - - -·-- - - --- -- -

RIDING $15 _AN HOUR
·
r------------~-------,

I .i
I'1

$3 OFF WITH COUPON ON
WE'.EKENDS
.
$10 OFF 1/2 DAY RIDE
$5 OFF WEEKDA vs

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

·

FL YING UNICORN RANCH
"Horseback Riding At It's Best"
Horses By The Hour • Moonlight Rides • Ponies For Parties
Hay Rides & Cookouts • Lots Of Trails & Open Spaces
Please Call For Reservations
3550 W. S.R. 46
STEVE CHARRON
Sanford. FL 32771
.
.(407) 322- 5501

I
I
I.
I
I
I
I·
I
I

--------------~-----'------------+L---·----------- ~11!119-~--.J
COMICS

•

··PAJNTBALL
s ,UPPLIES

•

ROLE PLAYING
GAMES
IN THE UC6 PLAZA
ACROSSFROMUCF

(407)823-7246
82-DRAGN

TERM PAPERS TYPED
$1.ZS/page*
(double-spaced fl eorreeted)
%4·HOUR SERVICE
(or better!)

fAX 678.475]
-

~~

-

--'----

- - - ----·

IBI conu ffi 1r (Q) WIT N <Gr A 1IJ 1r CQ)
ffi IE IP AII ill

A UJ1f (Q) JD)IE1f AII~IINCG
10% UCF DISCOUNT
.

Please .stop by the _Student Center main desk
for .an application and audition information.

~w ~':!:.W:W~:::':f:.W.:~ CAB=:::

fill·

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA -

CAMPUS AcTIVITIES BOARD

2981 ALAF AYA TR
OVIEDO, FL 32765
365-3085

.

.

6400 UNIVERSITY BVLD.
WINTER PK, FL 32792
677-7190

••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••

LUBE OIL·
FILTER ~=

.
.
SPECIAL :

.,·B RAKE . . :·

••
••
••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••
$14.95 WITH ,Y~
COUPON

$69.95 PER AXLE
$79.95 MET AtLIC
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RECORD

FROM PAGE 20

. »l:·j-~1:1:~·j:1~~1:1~1:1 ·111111111l:!=lj!l.!:jl·!-l il.l =!:!: I ·

8), UCF 33-(Phllllps ·13), Assists....:. Lamar (Jones 9),
•UCF (We?ver 14). Total fpuls- Lamar 21, UCF 21.
.
Technical fouls - None.

Thursday's· results:

UTPA(s 3 J:~;~a9i:0uz:~3~~uerrra 1. 40.02 •
· Martin0-10-oo, Cook1-70-03, carroll6-114-516,

Saturday's re.suits~
. · · ucF 89, LAMAR 12
.
LAMAR(72): Bledsoe 7-23 2-4 17, Smith 4-7 4•
412, Reed ?: 53-4 7, Browrie8-160-021, Bridgeman

0-131-42,M iller.1-4. 0-03,Hall ·1 -3o-o~.Browno,o

2.

2-2 Rice 1-1 0-22, Roscoe 1-10-02, McFadden
.40:00. Glmms o-11 -21 . T-0tals 25-78-14-22 72.

o-

·

Muniz 1-2 0-02. Brown 2-70-04, Abour-Bahman 47.1-1 S, Saw O-i o·-o 0, Carrington 6-9 2-214. Totals
25-63 12-16 63.
UCF (95) : Rhodes ·g.23 0-418, Stowe 1-4 0-02,
Green 2-6 2·2 6, Saco 4-8 1-1 g, Lincoln 2-5 0-1 5,
·ouncano-10-oo,Nunes2-30-04,Weaver2-60-14,
Batz 3.3 o-16. P.hlllips 18-26 5-1041 . Totais43-84·82095 .

.· UCF. (8S): Boles 1 ~2 5-7 7, Tormohlen 8·1.4 5-6
. Halftime: UCF 45, UTPA-19. 3-point goals--'-27, Leeks
13~ 17, Phillips 2:"36-1.1 io; Haynes 3· · UTPA 1-6(Cciok 1-6), UCF 1·5(Rhodes d-1 , Stoweo.9 5-7 13, Hinson ~-5 .7_-8 -13, Roberson 0-1. 0,0 O._ · 1, U ncorn 1-3). Fouled out_ None. Rebounds_
Denr:non 1-3 0-0 2. TotaJs. 25-48 31 -43_9g,
. UTPA 33 (Carrington 7).UCF60 (Philllps23J. Assists
_Halftime.:· UCf.4~. 1:.amar 43. 3-polnrgoals ~ . - .U°TPA9(Garza4), UCF 15(Weaver4). Total fouls
Lamar 8-3 1_(M.iller 1-3, Bledsoe 1-7, BrowneS-8,Hall - -UTPA20,UCF19, Technicalfouls-None. A-85.
1-2, -B ridgeman· 0-·10, .McFadden 0-1 ), UCf 8-r7
(Phillips 0-1, .Haynes 2-5, Tormohleri 's-10, Denmon .. ..,,,._,.,,.,.,.,.,._,.,,.,.,.,.,..,.,.,.,.,.~.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,,.,..

7-!

sparking its offen Se in the half.
. UCF did not let up in the
second half. Phillips' layup at
1.1 :04 gave the Lady Knights
their biggest lead of 38 points.
With five·minutes left in the
. game,
Knight re-inserted
Phillips in the game to allow her
-the chance to go after the record.
. "She didn't do it alone,"
Knight said. "Five minutes
· before the game was over, we
told her go for it. It was a team
_effort in helping her get the ball.
She ·wouldn't have done it
'th t th
,,.
yvi OU
em.

..t:~E~l:~~~f~i~l,!~11°~\~J:jr)~~~\s:!;.. ltl:fl: !I~·!:lm~:l!=!: ; 1§9.l'=~:;_;!;!·:=!;: ~'.-jli!;:1i:~ :!'.;:;~:j - ·. sh:~~!p~!~d:~ ~~~~J:~t~
:..... ~amar36, ~ CF 18·: Technicalfouls -

Ncine. .

.

.

. Thu.rsday~s resl_Jlts: .
· UCF 68;UTPA 61
UTPA (61): Valdez 3-10 0-0 6, Siller 0-2 2-2 2 •.
Langley 1-1 1-23, Ormond 1-34-6 6,"HarriSOl'\ 3-5 22 8; Johnson 5-11 4-4 14, ~hambers 9-11 4".5 22, ·
Fatheree 0-10-00. Totals 22-4417-21 61 .• ··
·
· · UCF (sS): Phillips 5-9 O-·l 10, Boles 0-1 0-0·0,
Hinson 2-7 3-4 8, Haynes 6-12 4-4 19, Hammerberg ·
0-0 0-0 0, Tormohlen 2-9 2-3 6, Roberson 2· 2 0-0 4,
Denmon 2-51 ~2 5, Lee.ks 5-8.6-616. Totals 24-5316·20·68.
.
.
·.

.
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. Thursday's results:

. STETSON S, UCF 4
·singles:
Hanna Rlkshelm (UCF) d. JulieJohnson(Stetson)
. 7-5, 6-4; Mirra Terlikziz (Stetson) d. Kristin Ragsdall)
(UCF), 7-5, 6-2; Julie Blak-Cin (Stetson) d. Valerie
Zuloaga (UCF), 6-4, 6-1; Dina Caputa(UGF) d. Sandra
Buttermore (Stetson), 7-5. 6-2; Robyn Welsh (Stetson)
d Kim Davis (UCF), 6-2. 6-2; Gigi Murphy (Stetson)'d
Halftime:. UCF 34, UTPA ·21. 3-p_oint goals Rachel
Zuemen (UCF), 6-0, 6-0.
UTPA 0-2 (Valdez 0-2), UCF 4-13 (Phillips 0-2, Hinson
Doubles:
1-2, Haynes .3-6, Tormohle·n ~0- 3). l;ouled·out Riksheim/Ragsdale (UCF) d. Johnson/Blak-Cin
Valdez, Re.bounds - UTPA 20 (Chamt)!lrs 1.0), UCF .
(Stetson), 6-2, 6-1; Terlikz iz/Buttermore (Stetson) d.
33(Leeks1 1). As"sists-UTPA 12(Valdez6), UCF.t3
Davis/Zuermn (UCF). 6-0, 6-2;Caputa/Zuloaga(UCF)
(Phillips 6). Totallouls- UTP_I\ 19, UCF 17. A- 565.
. d. Welsh/Mclean (Stetson), l -6, 7-5, 6-3.

Friday's.results:

Saturday's results:

Rollins 9, UCF 0
LAMAR 105.. UCF.101
LAMAR .(105): Hatchett 11-15 1Q-14 36, Jones
Singles:
0-7 2-2 2, Bea,n 7-14 7-8 21;..Mosley 8-012 2-3 18,
-Darren Prlce(Rollins) d. Pat Curry (UCF), 7-5, 6Jackson 6-10 2c2 14, l~land 2-3 2-3 6, Woods 1-1 oO; Brett Field (Rollins) d. Ken Jackson (UCF), 6-0, 60 2, Rogers 3-7 0: 2 6. Totals .38-69 19-24 105."
·
2 : Paul Lennicx (Rollins) d. Jose Perez, 6-0, 6·-4; Mike
UCF {101)~ Rhode!:\ 12-19 o-025, Stowe 3.5 0-0
Hernandez (Rollins) d. Luis Luna (UCF), 6-2, 6-0;
6, Green 1-2 0-0 2, Saco·3,61-2 7, Unci:>ln 1-21-2·3, . · louis Addresso(Rollins) d. Todd Burrows (UCF), 6-3,
Loomis 2-2 ·2-2 ·6, Weaver 0-3 3-4 3, •Batz 1-3· 2-2 4, · 6-3; Tim Van Laere (Rollins) d. David Goldfarb (UCF),
6-4, 6-2.
Phillips 18-2g·8-9 45. TolalS 41-70 1s.1g 101.
· · Hatttime: Lamar 51, UCF 45. 3-point goals - · . Doubl~s: .
Lamar 10-1'5 (Hatch~tt 1.0·14,Jsland 0·1), UCF 3-11
. ~nce-F 1eJd d. C_urry Luna, 6-1 , 6-2; Hernandez(Rhodes 1-2, Stowe 0-1 ; Weaver 0-2}.. Fouled outLenrncxd. Jackson-Burroughs, 6-4, 7-6 (7-5);AddessoJackson, Rhodes. Rebounds - Lamar 32 (Jackson . Van Laere d . .Perez-Goldfarb, 1-6, 6-1 , 6- 1.

0

0

that point of the game.
·"I thought I was around 30
points," Phillips said. "It makes
~e feel good that they
[t~ammates] gave me the. shot

to go for it."
The victory avenged a one- ··
point loss earlier iJ1 the season .
in Texas. The Knights lost, 6564.
.
''We had something to prove,"
Kn:ightsaid. ''Weneededtoprove ·
that we were 30 points better
than they were. The question is
whether we can play that play.
against Lamar and , SW
Louisiana. I thought the game
tonight was similar to the Lady
Knights of'81-'85."
Rhodes was the only other .
UCF player :in double figures ..
She scored 18 points.
UCF kept up the inteniity ·
against Lamar. The Lady
· \.harle:f Nloirowrt,r'
Cardinals came in undefeated.
Tari Phillips s~t records -for ·
in conference play (7-0) and 19-.
points .and.rebounds in a gam~.
2 overall.
But with Phillips scoring 45. goes on the road for t wo games.
points and Rhodes scoring 25, this week. The Lady Knights .
UCF nearly pulled off the upset. play Arkansas State Thursday
Lady Knight Notes: UCF ·and Louisiana Tech. Saturday.

WINNING

Tormohlen's sixth 3-pointer "It was believing we coµJd win. I
stretched the Knights' lead to don't think we believed we~ould
FROM PAGE 20
58-49. Tormohlen made 6-of-10 win [before _Saturda,y]. At
from long range.
halftime, I think we believed we
UCF took an 18-point lead, its could win for the first time."
stopped penetration of the
Against UTPA,. the Knights ·
guards, stopped the Cardinals largest of the game, at 82-64. The·
- especially Daryl Reed- and Knights put four other players in . played what Dean descri_bed _as
kept them offthefree-throw line. double figures in scoring: ~n an ugly game but w~re able to
Reed, who averages more Leeks scored 1 7 points, Anthony prevail over·the Broncs. .
"That's never .happened out
than 1 7 po in ts a game, scored Haynes and Denny Hinson each ·
seven points . The Knights scored 13 and Sinua Phillips here in Division I," Dean said.
·
outscored Lamar, 31-14, at the scored 10 points.
UCFledaUthewaybutnever
Leeks and Mike Boles helped was able to shake DTPA
free-throw line.
The Knights built· a 34-27
Tormohlen, who has been in a UCF edge out Lamar on the .
shooting slump, scored 20 points · boards, 45-43. Leeks grabbed halftime lead ·a nd increased to
in the first half. He made a 3-point 10 rebounds and Boles had 11. as much as 1°3 points at 60~47.'
Dean said UCF's viCtory
DTPA score·d the last six
shot in the:fina1 seconds ofthe half
as UCFtooka 46-43 halftime lead. accomplishes a goal ofbeating a points of ~he g~me. Haynes led ·
With the score tied at 48 in team-"we'r_e not supposed.to." · with 19 points, while Leeks
"It was all bajlding inside added 16 poipts . and a gamethe second half, UCF went on a
7-0 run to take a 55-48 lead. and we put it together," he-said high 11 rebounds.

.
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ASH \V&DNESDAY
-SERVICES.FEBRUARY 13
·12:QO NOON, ·BOARD ·R OOM 3RD FLOOR
ADMINISTRATION BLDG.

PEPSI
3433 Al.FAVA TRAIL
ORLANDO, FL #2817

UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRY

COKE,
SEM_INAR:

·PEPSI

.HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR
STUDY TECHNllOUES ·

-

for

COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY

$1.19

SUCCESS
You too can improve 'your success, botti in ·and - oul or the classroom . Attend this
seminar and le'arn how IC? make your study and learning time· more productive and
ette"ctive. ·
·
·

2 LJTE'.Fl B-TL

Any person desiring _to improve their .skills in acquiring knowledge and inlorma1 1on.
Gradua1e·s1Lid.ents, Und.ergraduates, Prolessors. and Admini!:ltrators can benelit. I his
seminar is.espi:iciaUy beneficial to persons who are .co.ntemplaling returning to clas~es
for work skills enhancement or to continue their education.
·

SEMINAfl LEADER:
Your seminar leader is Dave Matson whose dive rse background include s industrial.
academic, and-_goye-rnment service experience. · Dave's unique combination of past
.work environments allows him to provide you this learning experit;nce from several
complementary points of view.
Seminar fee is cirily $ 34 .~ (cash at the door) which includes a booklet of the material
presented. There ·will only be four presentations of this seminar given in the UCF area
in February.
LOCATION:
Holldav Inn UCF
12125 High Tech Ave.
Setting Your . Future • Relationships of Vision s. Goals,
Across from the UnlversKv
and Objectives • The Basic Elemen1s • Components ol
in the auadrangre
Leaming • Levels of Understanding • What Level ,---..,,P,...re-se....,nta_,,li,on
....-5 ..,..-g:-=---.
1 2
Should You Be At? • Systems Concept ' How to Derive <l'
Wednesday
_System From Scratch ' Problem Solving Techiques '
February !3th
Applicable to All. lypes of Situations. Both In and Out ol lhe
l :OO P.M. to 4 :00 P.M.
Classroom • Doing The Numbers & The Words •
1 :00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.
Methodologies for Handling Math Problems and Term
Presentations 3 & 4
PaperWriting • Study Techniques • How 10 Prepare for
Thursday
Classes ·and Exams
February 141h
1 :OO P.M. to 4:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.

.

.

.

_12 PK./12 OZ.-CANS

R.-C. · .

99¢
_1 LITER BTL

WHO SHOU~p ATTEND:

. Registration begins

$299

4s

BUD, BUD . DRY
BUD LIGHT •.•••:•.•....••••..••••••••••••.• ~•••...••••
BUSCH,
.
.
BUSCH LT.••...•••....•.••...•••...••••...••~ ...•~...
OLD MILWAUKEE,
NATURAL LIGHT ••.....•.•••.....•••.•.•..•••.•••
MILWAUKEE'S
BEST~ ................. ~..
~
~
! .......·....... .......... ......

' MILK

$3.25 12 PK. $6.49':
6 PK. $2.49 12 PK. $4.99
6 PK. $2.49 12 PK. $4~99
6 PK. $2.25 12 PK. $4.49
6 PK.

PACK

CIGARETTES •.•.••.•.••••••.••••••••••.•••
PACK

GENERIC •.••••••••••••••••.••••••.•••••••••••
PACK

SUB GENERIC ~ ..........·.~ .....~ ........

$1~74
$· 1~36

$1.19 .

minutes prior to each presenta11on _

1% GALLON

STORE NOW OPEN 24 HOURS

•

,
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How WouLD You SPEND $5~000?
114 UCF
Credit Hours

20 Months of
Rent

YOU CAN WIN
ALL· OF THIS:

s

.,

.,

.,

1000 Movies
or 2.500
Videos

1ooo·ucF

1oVacations

-

•

.,

••

Parking
Tickets

•

• 2 passes to Sea World
• 2 passes to Wet and ·
- 'Wild
•. $25 gift certificate f ram
the bookstore
• $25 cash from the ·
· , University ·B ehavioral . ' .
Center
• 2 Personal Pan Pizzas
from Pizza Hut
• _2 meal combos from
·M cDonald's
• ·2 CDs and Cassettes
from Y106.7
(For more Information

1/2 the cost
of the funeral
for the .
Person you
KILLED...

call extent/on 3-5841}

Submit your best ~deas (limit 4}
on how Y.O..U would spend $5,000
to the Student Wellness Center
(next to the Health Center} by
1 O am, ·F ebruary 22. Four
winners will be selected and
announ~ed at 12 p.m. on March
6, at the Wellness Expo on the

Tk av-e~ap etJd tJ/ a Otf/ir aitJat I~ 000:
...G..~e-en_.~-----_.-i
/l(elacli1rj~;,~ etJW"tetJ.f~ l'e,rtal/e~ Mii'tre!"ea.rerle~ t'tr.fW"a/fee.
mucF
CAOAC
? ......... CAB····
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Running Kriights win 3rd straight game
Phillips breaks record
with over 40 pts. twice;
Lady Knights split 2

Tormohlen's 27 points
. ._leads UCF over Lamar
by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

. by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

If the Running Knights' victory over
Rollins College last week closed an old
chapter ofUCF basketball history, then
UCFs v~ctory over Lamar opened a new
one.
Led by Tommy Tormohlen's career-·
high ·27 points, the Running Knights
swept past Lamar, 89-72, Saturday to
win their third consecutive game
"It's the best game we played in a fong
time," UCF coach Joe Dean. 'We finally
put it.together against Lamar."
InThuisday'sgame, UCFknockedoff
the University of Texas-Pan American,
68--61. It was the Running Knights'
second victory of the season over UTPA.
Earlier in the season, UCF defeated
the Broncs, 81-80, on Ken Leeks' slam
dunk with six s.econds left: UCFis 10-11
overall and 3-5 in the conference.
The Knights1 victory over Lamar was
their first over an American so·u th
opponent with a winning record. Lamar
defeated UCF in Texas in the first
meeting between the two teams, 100-66.
The 51-point turnaround was the biggest
in American South Conference history.
"We had several goals this season,"
Dean said. 'Wewantedtohaveawinning
season. It's going to ~e tough but I think
we still have a chance of that; we wanted
to be a surprise team and we're in fifth
place in the league; and w_e wanted to
beat Rollins.
''We set another goal in the middle of
the season ofbeatingone of the top teams
in the league and we did that."
Dean said the Knights were able to do
three things to defeat Lamar. They
see WINNING .page 18

· Tari Phillips' performance the past
two games has lifted her to the status of
a legitimate All-American candidate.
The senior center from Orlando has
scored more than 40 points against the
University of Texas-Pan American and
Lamar as the Lady Knights split the two
American South Conference games.
Phillips broke school records with 41
points and 23 rebounds Thursday as
UCF defeated UTPA, 95-63, Thursday
night at UCF.
In Saturday's game, she broke her
own record by scoring 45 points as the
Lady Knights fell four points short
against Lamar, 105-101.
The Lady Knights are now 2-6 in the
conference and 7-11 overall
UCFs victory over UTPA came after
the Lady Knights had a 10-day break.
The Lady Knights came back and showed
the most intensity they have shown in
quite some time.
"I had been disappointed with our
play," UCF Coach Beverly Knight said.

C.1

Weweren'tplay~gwithalotofintensiti

r questioned
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whether they wanted to
win."
The Lady Knights answered the
question early in the game. Leading 2415, they went on a 15-0 run to take a 20point lead and never looked back. ·
By halftime, UCF led, 45-19, and
Phillips had s·cored 24 points and grabbed
11 rebounds.
Knight, 'vvho started her best pressing
unit, credited UCF's defense with

Tommy Tormohlen takes a shot over a Lamar defender. He broke ourt of a
shooting slump by scoring a season-high 27 points against the Cardinals.

see RECORD page 18

UCF can't make pitch
in Olive Garden Classic
by D. Scott Hoilman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

KISSIMMEE - The UCF Baseball
team wentl-3 over the weekend in the
Olive Garden Classic.
The Knights held on to win their first
against Georgia Southern but dropped
their next three to bring their overall
record to 3-4.
''We never have started wen and this
is another example of that," UCF Coach
Jay Bergman said.
In the first game of the toumamen t,
the Knights' bats were active as Chad
Mattola went 2-4 with a home run and
three RBis. Eric Martinez went 1-4 with
UCFs second home run and two more
RBis.
The Knights' pitching held off the
Eagles, who scored three runs in the
second, one in both the fourth and fifth

and rallied for five in the top of the
eighth, bringing the final score to 10-12.
Brian Huie earned his second save ·
and Chris Law won his first game at
UCF.
UCF dropped the next two to UCLA
.and the University of Florida.
Against UCLA Saturday night, the
Knights had a 5-2 lead, but Michael
Moore, who had five RBis, hit a threerun horner to tie the game.
Then, with two outs, Adam Schulhofer
singled to drive in the winning run.
That night against Florida, the .
Knights were down 3-2 goinginto the top
of the ninth inning when Florida scored
·
four runs on four hits. .
The Knights added three in the bottom
of the ninth, but it's wasn't enough. The
Gators won, 7-5.

Women's tennis
.by Gregory Eyma
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Despite taking its third
consecutive loss of the season
at the hands of Stetson
University, the UCF women's
tennis team on Wednesdayput
on its strongest effort thus far.
Plagued by injuries parti.cularly key players Krista
Warner and Michele Plant the team has been struggling
with a lack of depth.

see OLIVE GARDEN page 17

sho~s

Nevertheless, the Lady
Knights were able to come
within one point of their
opponents.
The match began with
Hanne Riksheim's solid
victory against Stetson's Ju lie
Johnson in two straight sets.
"I felt a little sluggish and
had to struggle through my
match," Riksheim saicf.
However, she emerged from
several long and heated rallies
with a 7-5, 6-4 win.
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Eric Martinez scores against Georgia Southern Friday night in UCF's only victory
in the Olive Garden Classic. UCF defeated the Eagles, 12-10.

improvement but loses again
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Stetson's Mime· Terlikziz
and Julie Blak-Cin defeated
UCF's Kristin Ragsdale and
Valerie Zuloaga in the next
two singles matches before

with Riksheim and Ragsdale
scoring a convincing vfrtory
against Stetson's Johnson and
Blak-Cin, 6-2, 6-1.
-Terlikziz and Buttermore
scored Stetson's only doubles

llllll-!~~~~\::~]~l{~~J:

victory against Kim Davis and
Rachel Zuemen to secure the
game.
.
Caputa and Zuloaga won a
close match to score UCF's
second doubles match and
bring the final score to 4-5,
Stetson.
"Considering that UCF lost
to Stetson 9-0 last year, the
team ha·s shown a lot .f
improvement," Head Coach
Lori Burdell said. "I am
somewhat pleased."
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